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1. Basic concepts in spatial cognition 

 

 

It is boundless, around us, and extends in all directions much more than we’ll 

ever see. From a hole in a sand, surrounded by a striking vacuum, it begins one of 

the most adventurous journeys we’ve ever travelled. The desert atmosphere is 

terribly hot, and the sandy grains on the ground look as burning stones. Every 

instant outside consumes our endurance. We are wandering around, for tens of 

meters, searching for life, a step from death. Suddenly, we have found what we have 

been searching for: a food prey, a dead insect! It may seem a stroke of luck, but the 

hell has just begun. 

Where are we? Where’s the nest? As on the stage of a famous movie, the 

leading actress and two kids get lost in the desert on the boundary between Mexico 

and California. To seek for help, she leaves the children on the shelter of a bush. 

One of a thousand, undistinguishable, bushes. After a sorrowful travel, she looks 

around, completely disoriented, and becomes aware of the terrible mistake that she 

has done. 

Much more accurately than any human beings, the desert ants (Cataglyphis 

fortis) head directly for home at the end of its foraging path. Even in the absence of 

any visual cues, a path integrator has scored all the distances and directions travelled 

on route. The sum of each vector has provided the insect with the positional 

information relative to the nest at every instant. Unfailingly, at the end of its travel, 

the resulting vector has pointed the nest toward the beeline. Even though 

experienced ants could rely on allothetic cues to locate their nest (Collett, 2002), 

the path integration is based entirely on idiothetic information. Several species were 

proven to navigate accurately by means of internal, vestibular and kinaesthetic 

signals originated by the self-motion (insects: Collett & Collett 2000; mammals: 

Etienne & Jeffrey, 2004; McNaughton 1996). 

However, external cues may serve as help to several organisms engaged in 

spatial tasks. These cues could be encoded separately, or could be combined with 
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the idiothetic information, providing the subjects of a more reliable representation 

of their position relative to the surrounding landscape. Likewise formulated by other 

authors in the past (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978), Gallistel (1990) has stressed the 

fundamental theoretical distinction regarding the type of information that the 

organisms may use when trying to find their way home. External cues could define 

places on the basis of either geometric or non-geometric information. The former 

is metric in nature, and it is based on the computation of the distances and 

directions standing from the target and the other conspicuous sites in the 

environment. In addition, the internal sense of directions (left-right) provides 

further geometric cues in associating the relative position of the stimuli in egocentric 

coordinates. The latter is based on the intrinsic qualities associated with a particular 

cues, such as its colour, odour or taste, perceptual categories that cover almost every 

sensoryl domain (Gallistel, 1990). 

In a broad sense, every local discontinuity in the environment, salient enough 

to be appreciated from the background, could be used as an external cue to navigate. 

Thinking about landmarks as an environmental discontinuity may be of some 

importance here because it does emphasize the multisensory nature of the spatial 

information. In this regard, visual landmarks have been widely used to examine the 

spatial representation of the organisms. Spatially isolated objects are ubiquitous in 

the environment and could be easily appreciated by our senses as obvious potential 

spatial cues. In the current literature, landmarks are usually referred to as these kind 

of stimuli and I’ll refer to this definition for the purposes of the present dissertation.  

Nevertheless, animals could rely on a wide variety of localized stimuli to 

navigate. A chemical trace on the ground (see: Papi, 1992), a local variations of the 

magnetic field (i.e. see: Mora, Davidson, Wild & Walker 2004; for an example in 

homing pigeons (Columba livia)) and a heating source (i.e. see: Day, Crews & 

Wilczynski 2001; for an example in lizards (Cnemidophorus inornatus)) are just few 

examples. Landmarks provide a multiplicity of spatial cues, particularly in the 

terrestrial environment. This abundance could be of some advantage to the 

navigating organisms. Redundant information should provide very stable 

representation against unpredictable environmental changes. Conversely, the 
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informational overload may represents a relevant computational cost. It is 

reasonable to assume that landmarks are selected on the basis of their informative 

value to gain the highest possible benefits. Several works have focussed on the 

physical properties which makes an object a potential landmark. Salience, 

distinctiveness and accessibility may be some of the critical features (Yasky & Eilam, 

2007). To some extent, we could expect that these properties may vary greatly 

between animals, reflecting species-specific perceptual skills and attitudes. 

Nevertheless, it is quite reasonable to assume that the analysis and these features 

reflects very general laws of perceptual organization (Kanizsa, 1979).  

Another class of stimuli is represented by the extended surfaces. These kinds 

of cues are much less present in the natural environment with respect to the 

landmarks. However, a collection of discrete objects seen from a distance, i.e. the 

edge of a groove from an open field, can be easily perceived as a surface-like stimuli. 

Under certain circumstances, this kind of information could provide very stable 

three-dimensional cues surrounding the subject, as it could be the case of the 

mountain’s profile seen from below of a deep valley. The study of spatial cognition 

in laboratory settings has focussed on the cognitive processes peculiar to the analysis 

of extended surfaces, and the relations between this class of stimuli with isolated 

cues. This issue is of particular interest for the present work and will be discussed in 

detail later in the text (see Section 2.1). 

A particular state of a landmark is the beacon. A beacon takes an intimate 

spatial relationship with a relevant site, specifying by itself its location. Consequently, 

when this cue is accessible from a distance, an organism has to simply recognize it 

and approach it until its mark is reached. This mechanism is a particular case of 

taxon, and it is also referred to as “guidance”. When the target is not directly 

accessible, intermediate locations could be approached by means of the same 

strategy, until the final step is reached (route-following).   

Similarly to beacons, every environmental cue that spreads from a local source 

creating a continuous gradient in the environment could be used to reach the 

desired location on the basis of a taxon strategy. When the source location is not 

directly associated with the goal, single gradient could not provide sufficient 
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positional information to the organisms. However, the intersection of multiple 

gradients could define unambiguously every site in the environment, on the basis of 

the local values referred to the individual sources. This particular map has been 

hypothesised to explain the capability of pigeons (Columba livia) to home from 

unfamiliar release sites (Wallraff, 2000).  

O’Keefe and Nadel (1978) suggested that taxon does not require any explicit 

representation of the spatial relationships given by the cues in the environment. 

Rather, guidance learning could be explained on the basis of associative rules and 

regarded as a form of Pavlovian conditioning (Kandel, E., Schwartz, J., & Jessel, T. 

2000). Conversely, when the target could not be immediately recognized on the 

basis of a local property, an animal could still rely on the spatial relationships relative 

to the other cues in the environment. This mechanism is referred to as “piloting” 

(Gallistel, 1990) or “true spatial learning”. O’Keefe and Nadel (1978) proposed that 

this kind of learning is non-associative, it happens in an all-or-none manner, it is 

hippocampal dependent, and it provides the subjects a cognitive map: an enduring, 

flexible, global, and allocentric representation of the environment (see also: Tollman, 

1948).  

The hypothesis that a cognitive map sensu O’Keefe and Nadel could actually 

describes how (certain) animals have the capability to navigate, still remains 

controversial. Some of these disputes will not be addressed in the present thesis, and 

I refer the reader to the following bibliography (For an associative interpretation of 

spatial learning, see: Chamizo, 2003; Miller & Shettleworth 2007; For the debate on 

the neural basis of spatial cognition, see: Jeffrey, 2003). In the attempt to clarify 

some of these issues, a very significant contribution has been provided by Gallistel 

(1990). Focusing on the geometric 1 nature of the environment, his theoretical 

formulation has raised an extraordinary impulse for the analytical examination of the 

organism’s representations of space. This approach has provided the undoubtedly 

                                              
1  The debate is still concerning whether the actual perception departs from Euclidean metric. Other 

geometries have been proposed. However, the discussion in the present thesis will concern spatial cognition 

assuming that an Euclidean geometry could approximate the environmental properties where the observed 

behaviour takes place. 
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advantage to test the animal’s behaviour against very precise and testable predictions. 

The transformational methodology pioneered by Timbergen (1932), has provided 

this framework as a very powerful instrument of investigation. The transformational 

approach is based on the assumption that learning involves an organism to encode 

specific aspects of the experience. After an animal has learnt to respond in a defined 

way under specific environmental condition, it is observed in a modified version of 

that environment. The resulting behaviour is thought to reflect the mental 

representation of the elements in the situation under study.  

In the next Chapter, some of the most relevant findings in the recent years 

from this framework will be reviewed, providing the reader the basic tools that have 

inspired my research on the Domestic chick (Gallus gallus). Starting from the seminal 

works by Cheng (1986) and Collett (1986), the capabilities of vertebrates to encode 

the geometric information with respect to the extended surfaces and isolated cues 

will be presented, for convenience, in two separate sections, focusing on the peculiar 

processes that have been identified in the spatial analysis of these cues. On the basis 

of this background knowledge, the specific purposes of the research will be 

presented. 
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2. Basic tools for navigation 

 

 

In 1986, two very influential papers were published concerning how animals 

encode the geometric information given by the spatial arrangement of 

environmental cues (Cheng, 1986; Collett, Cartwritght & Smith, 1986). Both works 

were carried out in rodents: rats (Rattus norvegicus) and gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) 

respectively. The former work has examined the capability of rats to reorient on the 

basis of the geometric cues given by the shape of a rectangular enclosure (Cheng, 

1986). The latter work has examined the capability of gerbils to determine locations 

on the basis of the geometric cues given by the arrangement of landmarks’ arrays 

(Collett, Cartwritght & Smith, 1986). After these seminal works, a separation was 

drawn between the studies conceived to examine the cognitive processes regarding 

the global and the local spatial information. Two sections that will follow are 

concerning the fundamental literature related to these research fields. 

 

 

2.1. Use of extended surfaces 

 

Cheng (1986) has designed a key experiment aimed to investigate the relative 

contribution provided by the geometric and the non-geometric cues in spatial 

reorientation (Cheng, 1986). He trained rats in a working memory or a reference 

memory task 2  to find a hidden reward at one of the corners of a rectangular 

enclosure. At the corners of the arena, four distinctive panels were located. At every 

trial, the rewarded location could be determined both on the basis of the geometric 

                                              
2 In the reference memory task, the rewarded location is kept stable between trials. As the subjects become 

experienced, a long-lasting memory trace of the target position could be encoded. In a working memory task, 

the rewarded location varies between trials. The subjects are required to determine the hiding location on the 

basis of a short-lasting memory trace. 
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information given by the spatial arrangement of the walls, and on the basis of the 

non-geometric cues given by the colours and odour characterizing the local cues. 

Disorienting procedures between trials were administered in order to prevent the 

rats to reorient on the basis of inertial cues. When reintroduced into the room, the 

rats systematically directed their searches toward the correct corner and its rotational 

equivalent, which is the corner diagonally opposite with respect to the goal (See 

Figure 1). These corners stand at the same geometric relationships with the shape 

of the rectangular enclosure and therefore are geometrically indistinguishable. These 

results indicate that the non-geometric information provided by the panels and the 

walls, which could have been used to determine unambiguously the rewarded corner, 

were ignored by rats. Cheng introduced the hypothesis that a geometric module was 

responsible for the capabilities of these mammals to reorient. More precisely, it was 

hypothesized that a cognitive unit, referred to as the “metric frame”, deals with the 

macroscopic shape of the environment for reorientation (Cheng, 1986).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Schematic representation of the two possible variants of the rectangular room task. At left, one of 

the walls presents a distinct colour. At right, four panel are arranged at the corner of the room. The rewarded 

sites are represented by the red filled circles, and the rotational equivalents are represented by the red empty 

circles. From these sites, in egocentric coordinates, there is a long wall on the left and a short wall on right.  
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Subsequent works have confirmed the ability of several other vertebrate 

species to reorient in the rectangular shaped enclosures (see Cheng & Newcomb, 

2005 for an extensive review). Of particular interest are the results obtained by 

Hermer and Spelke (1994, 1996) in young children (18-24 months). The authors 

replicated the basic findings described by Cheng with rats (1986) using a small 

rectangular enclosure. Children were proven to reorient in a featureless room and it 

was shown that they confound the geometrically equivalent locations in the 

presence of a characteristic wall. Contrarily to the results with children, human 

adults were proven to successfully conjoin the geometric and the featural 

information to disambiguate the geometrically equivalent corners (Hermer and 

Spelke 1994). These authors suggested that the development of spatial language 

critically determines the capability of humans to conjoin the environmental cues, 

otherwise separated by the modular architecture of the spatial representation. This 

proposal was further sustained by the results obtained in a verbal shadowing version 

of the task (Hermer-Vazquez et al. 1999; but see Ratliff and Newcombe 2005). 

However, it has been shown that many non linguistic animals successfully conjoin 

geometric and non-geometric information to reorient (rhesus monkey (Macaca 

mulata): Gouteux, Thinus-Blanc, & Vauclair, 2001; tamarins (Saguinus Oedipus): 

Deipolyi et al. 2001; rats: in a reference memory tasks: Cheng, 1986; in a working 

memory task: Golob & Taube 2002; pigeons: Kelly, Spetch, & Heth, 1998; chicks: 

Vallortigara, Zanforlin & Pasti, 1990; fish (Xenotoca eiseni): Sovrano et al. 2002, 2003; 

goldfish (Carassius auratus): Vargas et al. 2004), tempering the former proposal for 

the existence of an encapsulated geometric module 3  and the hypothesis that 

language provides a unique linkage between the “metric frame” and the “featural 

frame” (Cheng, 1986; Hermer and Spelke 1994, 1996).  

Subsequent works have proven that the environmental scale modulates the 

relative relevance of the geometric and the featural cues in this spatial task (humans: 

Learmonth et al. 2001, 2002; chicks: Vallortigara, Feruglio & Sovrano 2005, Sovrano 

                                              
3  Modularity refers to the hypothesis that a cognitive domain in organized in a set of separate and 

independent units, called “modules”. Particularly the informational encapsulation of the “geometric module” 

was challenged by recent findings (see Cheng, 2008). 
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& Vallortigara, 2006; Chiandetti & Vallortigara 2007; fish (Xenotoca eiseni): 

Sovrano, Bisazza & Vallortigara 2005). This effect was documented first in children 

by Learmonth et al. (2001). Children failed to conjoin geometrical and featural 

information in a small rectangular enclosure. However, the children were 

comparable to adults in a large rectangular room, in which the length of walls were 

double in respect to the small one (Learmonth, Newcombe & Huttenlocher 2001; 

Learmont, Nadel & Necombe 2002). 

Results obtained with chicks could provide the key puzzle regarding this issue. 

In a recent experiment (Sovrano & Vallortigara 2006), two groups of subjects were 

trained in a reference memory task to locate a reward at the corner of a large 

rectangular arena (70 cm deep x 35 cm wide) and of a smaller rectangular enclosure 

(35 cm deep x 17.5 cm wide). In both conditions, a characteristic coloured wall was 

located behind the rewarded feeder, either on the long or the short wall of the room. 

Both the geometric and the featural cues were available to determine the food 

location at every trial. After the training, the chicks were observed with the blue wall 

displaced. Notably, the subjects directed their choices at the corner that maintained 

the congruent link with the geometric information and the sense (left-right) or the 

congruent link with the featural information and the sense depending on the size of 

the enclosure experienced at training. More precisely, chicks trained in a large 

enclosure seem to preferentially rely on the association of the featural cues and 

sense at the experimental test, whereas chicks trained in a small enclosure seem to 

rely preferentially on the association of the metric information given by the length 

of the walls and the sense (Sovrano & Vallortigara 2006).  

In subsequent experiments by Chiandetti et al. (2007), the chicks were trained 

within the same sized enclosure in a different task. Instead of a characteristic wall, 

four distinctive panels were arranged at the corner of the arena to provide additional 

cues for orientation. Transformational tests were devised where the featural 

information or the geometrical information were selectively removed. Accordingly 

to the previous findings in this species, the transformational tests revealed that the 

subjects were able to encode both the geometric and the non-geometric cues to 

reorient (Vallortigara & Zanforlin 1990). However, and quite clearly, the subjects 
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committed a different rate of geometric and featural errors, depending on the size of 

the enclosure experienced at training. Chicks trained in the larger arena made more 

geometric errors after the removal of the panels than chicks trained in a smaller 

room. Furthermore, the subjects trained in the larger arena made few non-

geometrical errors in comparison with the chicks trained in the smaller enclosure 

when tested in square shaped room (Chiandetti, Regolin, Sovrano & Vallortigara 

2007). A comparable pattern of results were obtained in another study with birds by 

means of the affine transformation tests (Vallortigara, Feruglio & sovrano 2005). 

Chicks were trained either in a large or small rectangular enclosure in the presence 

of four characteristic panels arranged at each of the corners of the arena. After the 

training, the position of the panels was rotated in order to put in conflict the 

geometric cues and the featural information. The subjects that were trained in the 

larger enclosure, shifted their searches toward the panel of the type previously 

rewarded at the transformational test, though its location marked the geometrically 

uncorrect site. On the contrary, the subjects trained in the small arena made more 

rotational errors (Vallortigara, Feruglio & Sovrano 2005). Though certainly not as 

dramatic as that observed in children, the animals seem to preferentially rely on the 

featural cues in the large enclosures and on the geometric cues in the small 

enclosures4. A perceptual hypothesis has been put forward to explain these results. 

If we assume that the visual scanning of the corners occurs at a fixed distance, it 

would follow that the subjects in a small environment could immediately appreciate 

the length of the walls. Conversely, from the same view-point, the length of the 

walls could not be accessed immediately as the room became larger. (See Figure 2). 

Thus, the subjects would associate the sense either with the metric or the features, 

depending on the relative reliance these stimuli take as seen from a fixed view-point. 

It would be interesting to further examine the validity of this hypothesis with 

children. 

                                              
4 It has been hypothesized that the organisms reorient by geometry because this cue is more reliable and 

stable than the non-geometric information (see also Page 25). However, this is true for both large and small 

enclosures. Thus, the problem could be appreciated from another perspective: why organisms do not rely on 

the geometric cues in the large enclosure? 
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Finally, some evidence of cue competition were obtained in rats (Pearce, 

Graham, Good, Jones and McGregor 2006; Cheng 2008), definitively proving that 

the hypothesis of a spatial representation entirely devoid of features must be 

critically revised. 

Another important debate arose from the earliest findings by Cheng (1986). 

The capability of rats to reorient in a rectangular enclosure was interpreted in terms 

of a global representation of the surface layout. This hypothesis is also referred to as 

the possibility that the organisms represent the geometric information in configural 

terms. More precisely, given a defined set of environmental stimuli, the animals 

should be able to encode the characteristics that define the spatial arrangement of 

the entire scene in a unitary spatial representation (i.e. the “shape” of the enclosure). 

A particular interpretation of this mechanism is that only one or few vectors (i.e. the 

principal, symmetry, or medial axes) are actually encoded, describing the entire set 

of stimuli in a very parsimonious representation (Cheng 2005). A rather different 

hypothesis is that geometric information is represented in terms of local codes. 

Given a defined set of environmental stimuli, the animals should be able to encode 

a correspondent set of individual spatial relationships, extrapolated from their 

configural context. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 Schematic representation of the visual field (blue shadow) of the chicks from one of the corner of 

the enclosure. As the room becomes larger, the length of the walls becomes less appreciable by rapid visual 

scanning. 
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Few studies have examined the question whether animals actually solve the 

spatial task ideated by Cheng (1986) on the basis of global or local representation of 

the environment. One of the first attempts designed at investigating how animals 

encode the geometrically correct locations in the rectangular room were provided by 

Tommasi and Polli (2004) with the domestic chick (Gallus gallus). These authors 

have examined how these birds encode the metric properties given by the length of 

the walls and the amplitude of the corners originating by their junctions in a 

reorienting task. The subjects were trained to locate a reward in one of the corner of 

a parallelogram shaped arena. Subsequent transformational test carried out in a 

rectangular enclosure revealed that the chicks generalized their choices in the novel 

environment. Furthermore, the subjects reorient successfully in a rhombic shaped 

enclosure, whose corner’s amplitude was preserved against the disruption of the 

metrical information. In a third test, the subjects were observed in a mirror shaped 

arena that put in conflict the information given by the metric and the corners’ 

amplitudes. The subjects searched systematically in the correspondence of the acute 

corners, even though this would lead to choose the geometrically uncorrect sites. 

These results indicated that the domestic chicks encode both the metric and the 

corner’s amplitude to reorient. Interestingly, the corner’s amplitude seemed to act as 

a local feature in this task. Finally, the systematic strategies displayed by the subjects 

at the transformational test suggested the use of a local representation of the target 

area (Tommasi & Polli 2004).  

In another study, Pearce and colleagues (2004) have outlined very precisely 

what would be the content of a global or a local representation. The former, 

referred by the authors as the “global solution”, is based on the exact  shape of the 

enclosure. The latter, referred by the authors as the “individual corner” and the 

“individual wall” solutions, are based on environmental “fragments”, i.e. the 

association between the metric and the sense relative to one pair of walls, rather 

than the entire set of walls. In order to identify which of these representations are 

used by the rats to reorient, the authors trained their subjects to find a submerged 

platform at one of the corners of a rectangular pool. After the training, the rats were 

observed in a kite shaped pool. This enclosure was obtained altering the order of the 
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walls with respect to the training (L-S-L-S vs L-S-S-L). The global solution predicted 

random choices between the corners in the novel shaped enclosure. On the other 

hand, the local solutions could still lead the subjects to select specific corners in the 

enclosure. The rats focused their searches in correspondence of the congruent 

corner and in the kite’s apex. Thus, similarly to the work by Tommasi and Polli 

(2004), the rat’s searches at the experimental test were not altered in a very 

fundamental way with respect to the training. On the basis of these results, the 

authors proposed that the rats rely on a local representation of the room to reorient 

(Pearce, Good, McGregor & Jones 2004). Subsequent works have replicated the 

findings by Pearce and colleagues with landmark’s arrays (Esber, McGregor, Good, 

Hayward & Pearce 2005) (see Section 2.2.).  

The results with chicks and rats reviewed above could not be explained on the 

basis of a shape matching process. Cheng (2005) put forward an alternative 

hypothesis to explain these results. He proposed that animals reorient on the basis 

of a mental representation of the environmental axis. At the transformational test, 

the animals would align its body with a mental representation of the environmental 

axes. The association between the sense (left/right) an this directional cue would 

lead the subjects to make geometrically correct choices. Notably, the environmental 

axes capture the macroscopic shape of the environment, though in a very 

parsimonious manner (Cheng, 2005; See also Mou & McNamara 2002).  

Apparently, a mental representation of the environmental axes could explain 

several other results, in particular those that reveal the relational encoding of spatial 

relationships of the environmental stimuli. An illuminating example is provided by 

the capability of pigeons (Columba livia) to generalize the geometrically correct 

choices within enclosure of different sizes, as in the case of the experiment by Kelly 

and Spetch (2001). In this work, the pigeons were trained to locate a food reward in 

one of the corners of a rectangular arena. The subjects could not rely on any cues to 

determine the food location, except on environmental geometry. After the training, 

the subjects were observed in a series of transformational tests carried out within 

enclosures of different dimensions or shape. As expected, the pigeons reoriented at 

the control test and searched randomly in a square shaped enclosure. Interestingly, 
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the pigeons reoriented successfully in a rectangular arena which lengths and widths 

of the walls were two thirds of the original room. Furthermore, the pigeons 

reoriented even within a smaller room, that presented, as a long wall, the short side 

of the enclosure used for the training (Kelly and Spetch, 2001). Even though this 

experimental design did not address the question whether pigeons preferentially rely 

on an absolute or a relative metric strategy to reorient, these birds generalized their 

searches on the basis of a relational rule.  

Spontaneous relational encoding of the macroscopic shape of the environment 

was observed in other experimental paradigm with birds and mammals. Of 

particular interest, a long series of experiments were carried addressing the capability 

of the domestic chick to locate the centre of enclosed space. In the first work of this 

series (Tommasi, Vallortigara & Zanforlin 1997), one group of subjects were trained 

to locate a food reward buried under sawdust at the centre of a square shaped arena, 

in the absence of any obvious local cue marking this location. Another group of 

subjects were trained to ground scratch in the correspondence of the centre of 

either a square, a circular, or an triangular equilateral enclosure. After the training, 

the subjects of the first group were observed within enclosures of different shape, 

whereas the other chicks were observed within enclosures of different size. All the 

chicks were able to generalize their searches within enclosure of different shape and 

dimensions, but the groups differed somehow on the basis of the shape of the arena 

they have experienced during the training. The subjects who received the size 

transformational tests focused their choices both at the centre of the novel 

enclosure and at the absolute distance from the walls that separated the target from 

the walls during the training. Furthermore, the chicks that were trained in a circular 

shaped enclosure were less precise at determining the centre of the enlarged 

enclosure, suggesting that spatial computations is favoured by the presence of 

discontinuities, like edges at corners (Tommasi, Vallortigara & Zanforlin 1997). 

Subsequent experiments have revealed that the chicks also rely on the height of the 

walls to determine the rewarded location (Tommasi & Vallortigara 2001). 

Comparable results were found in pigeons and rats (respectively: Gray, Spetch, 

Kelly & Nguyen, 2004; Tommasi & Thinus Blanc 2004). 
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Interestingly, monocular tests were performed to evaluate the relative 

contribution of the left and the right hemispheres in these spatial tasks. The results 

revealed that the relational searching strategy and the absolute searching strategy are 

implemented separately by the two hemispheres (Tommasi & Vallortigara 2001). In 

particular, the chicks trained to locate the food reward at the centre of a square 

shaped enclosure generalized their searches at the centre of an enlarged enclosure in 

the left monocular condition5. Chicks with their left eye occluded (right monocular) 

searched in the correspondence of an annular area defined by the distance from the 

walls that resemble the one experienced during the training (Tommasi & 

Vallortigara 2001; see also Tommasi & Vallortigara 2004).  

Chicks were proven to encode the geometric properties that defined the centre 

of a square shaped arena even if it was not explicitly required during the training. 

More precisely, when the chicks were trained to locate a reward in the presence of a 

beacon that marked the food location, they retrieved the centre of the enclosure 

after the removal of that cue (Tommasi & Vallortigara 2000; See also Tommasi, 

Gagliardo, Andrew, & Vallortigara 2003). Similar results were obtained in rats in the 

water maze task, both in a triangular and a rectangular shaped pool (Pearce, Ward-

Robinson, Good, Fussell & Aydin 2001; see also Hayward, McGregor, Good & 

Pearce 2003; Hayward, Good & Pearce 2004).  

However, several questions still remain unresolved. At present it is unclear 

whether relational strategies are strictly encoded with respect to the extended 

surfaces. Some results seem to indicate that this could not be the case (see Section 

2.2: Uttal, Sandstrom & Newcombe 2006; Gray & Spetch 2006). Moreover, it is 

unclear whether relational strategies operate on a subset of cues (i.e. a pair of walls) 

or to some schematic representation of the global aspect of the environment (i.e. 

the environmental axes) (see also the Section 2.2).  

Huttenlocher and Vasilyeva (2003) have investigated the capability of young 

children (20-24 months) to retrieve the location of a hidden toy in a triangular or a 

                                              
55 In birds, there is a nearly complete cross of the visual pathway. It is possible to obtain a virtual brain split 

damage by simply covering one of the subject’s eye. In monocular condition of viewing, the contralateral 

hemisphere is mainly responsible for the behaviour  under study. 
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rectangular shaped enclosure. Interestingly, the children were required to identify 

the correct site either from inside or outside of the searching space. The authors 

have reported that the subjects successfully reorient in both circumstances. 

Furthermore, the children went directly to the geometrically correct boxes at every 

trial. The authors have interpreted these findings as an evidence in favour of a 

global representation of the surface layout, rather than a view-dependent 

representation of the correct corners (Huttenloker & Vasiliyeva 2003). Lourenco, 

Huttenlocher and Vasilyeva (2005) have further confirmed these findings in a 

locomotor task using a rectangular enclosure as the searching space (Lourenco, 

Huttenlocher & Vasilyeva 2005). The children, however, failed to reorient when the 

disorienting procedure preceded a passive displacement in or out from the searching 

space, indicating that the correct box must have been tracked by the subjects. Finally, 

the choices were consistently less accurate from the outer part rather than the inner 

part of the enclosure (Lourenco, Huttenlocher & Vasilyeva 2005). These subtle 

effects could not be explained on the basis of a mental representation of the 

environmental axes.  

Evidence that the visual scene is represented in egocentric coordinates was 

obtained in adults (Wang & Spelke 2002). For example, the ability to detect changes 

of an array of objects disposed on a table increased when the perspective of the 

observer was aligned with the perspective of studying (Wang & Simons 1999). 

Furthermore, accordingly to the hypothesis that an egocentric representation of the 

environment is continuously updated during self motion, the structural coherence of 

the pointing errors relative to an array of objects increased after disorientation 

(Wang & Spelke 2000). However, this effect was not observed regarding the corners 

of the experimental room, suggesting that the macroscopic surface layout, which 

“enclosed” the environment, is encoded in an allocentric representation (Wang & 

Spelke, 2002).  

However, a rather simple mechanism of orientation has been proposed to 

explain the capability of animals to reorient with respect to the extended surfaces. A 

view-matching strategy of orientation could account for the basic phenomenon 

observed in rats by Cheng (1986) in the rectangular room (Sturzl, Cheung, Zeil & 
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Cheng 2008). This hypothesis is based on the “snapshot” model, a visual matching 

process originally formulated by Cartwright and Collett (1983) to explain how 

insects recognize previously visited locations (Cartwright & Collett 1983). The 

“snapshot” is a memory trace of the retinal projections of the surrounding 

landscape at a given position. The organisms navigate by snapshots as to minimize 

the image difference between the current view and a memory trace of the 

“panorama” perceived from the goal’s location. A fixed amount of memory could 

be allocated for every snapshot. In this sense, the computational cost of the process 

remains constant, independently from the content of the visual scene. It is 

important to mention, however, that some filtering may act discarding irrelevant 

cues (i.e. see: Benhamou, 1998).  

Recently, ants were proven to reorient in a rectangular room on the basis of 

this view matching process (Gigantiops destructor) (Wystrach & Beugnon 2009), 

undermining the current opinion of an allocentric representation of the surface’s 

layout (Wang & Spelke 2002). Of course, the results in ants does not prove the 

absence of the allocentric representation of the enclosures. However, these findings 

suggest that navigation could be exploited by means of egocentric reference frames.  
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2.2. Use of landmarks 

 

In the previous section, several results were presented in which animals clearly 

shown geometric encoding of the extended surfaces that defined an enclosed space. 

Even though the hypothesis of a geometric module sensu Fodor (1983) appear less 

tenable than in the time of its proposal (Cheng, 1989; Hermer & Spelke 1996), 

organisms appear to be endowed with largely predisposed cognitive mechanisms to 

deal with geometry (see also: Brown et al, 2007; Chiandetti & Vallortigara, 2008). 

Trying to account for the pervasiveness of the use of this type of cue, it has been 

hypothesized that an evolutionary advantage would arise from the computation of 

the geometric cues in the visual scene. The geometric information is more reliable 

and stable over time when compared to the featural information and provides a 

global reference frame to distinguish locations characterized by similar properties 

(Cheng, 2005).  

However, navigating animals sometimes are required to navigate within 

shapeless constrains, for instance when a constellation of isolated landmarks 

represent the most salient source of information (Benhamou & Poucet, 1998) and 

where geographical barriers do not limit the perception and action of the organisms. 

Does any geometric encoding occur with respect to an arrangement of spatially 

isolated landmarks? 

Collett (1986) has examined this possibility in gerbils. The subjects were 

trained in a variety of experimental conditions to locate a food reward relative to 

landmarks. After the training, the subjects were observed in a series of 

transformational tests, in which the landmarks were displaced, removed or rotated 

with respect to the training. First, gerbils were able to locate the reward at a fixed 

distance and direction from a single cylindrical landmark. Clearly, the subjects relied 

also on some external cues to determine the correct location, as one landmark alone 

could not provide sufficient directional cues to reorient. However, evidence was 

obtained for the use of absolute metric. This result was further sustained by other 

experimental conditions. Gerbils trained in an array of two identical landmarks 
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searched at the absolute distance and direction from single cues at the array 

expansion test. In the case when one landmark was removed, the gerbils searched at 

two locations, as if the residual landmark was considered the one or the other of the 

array experienced during the training. Similar results were obtained using an array of 

three undistinguishable landmarks. Gerbils focused their searches at the correct 

location with one landmark removed, and in a circularly fashion around the residual 

landmark with two cylinders removed. In the case when one landmark of the 

triangular array was moved apart, gerbils maintained their searches at the congruent 

location with respect to the other cylinders. Very interestingly, the gerbils were even 

able to locate the rewarded location on the basis of the directional cues provided by 

the features of two distinctive cylinders. Overall, these results provided clear 

evidence of absolute metric encoding and directional estimation from spatially 

isolated cues (Collett, Cartwritght & Smith, 1986).  

Similar evidence were subsequently obtained in birds (See Cheng, Spetch, 

Kelly & Bingman 2006 for an extensive review). Cheng (1988) has examined how 

the central tendency of search shifts under various manipulations of a local cue. 

Manipulating either dimensions of a cardboard strips on the wall of the enclosure or 

the height of a wood block in the vicinity of the goal has not systematic effects on 

shifting the searching. However, when the local cues were moved laterally, the 

pigeons shift their searches accordingly to the landmark’s displacement. In 

subsequent experiment, Cheng (1989) trained a small group of pigeons to locate a 

food reward hidden under sawdust in the vicinity of one of the walls of a square 

shaped enclosure. Two wood blocks were presented on the same side of the arena 

at a different distance from the goal. The landmark’s locations were kept stable 

during the training to provide useful positional cues. After the training, the 

landmarks were moved apart from one another, resulting in a horizontal shift of the 

array. Except from one subject, the pigeons shift accordingly to the displacement of 

the nearest landmark. In another experimental test, one of the landmarks was 

moved for a short distance toward the centre of the enclosure, resulting a vertical 

shift of the cue with respect to the wall. All the subjects shift accordingly to the 

displacement of the nearest landmark. Cheng proposed that the pigeons encoded 
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the location of the reward in terms of a set of independent vectors (goal-to-

landmark vectors), characterized by an absolute distance and direction, each 

computed with respect to the surrounding cues. To retrieve the correct position, the 

pigeons determined the current set of vectors and navigated toward the goal by 

means of a vector sum (Cheng, 1988, 1989, 1994).  

The vector sum model failed to describe the results obtained with black-

capped chickadees (Parus atricapillus) and pigeons (Columba livia) in a subsequent 

series of studies. These birds were trained to locate a food reward hidden under 

sawdust at a fixed distance and direction from a landmark, located close to one of 

the walls of a square shaped enclosure. After the training, the landmark was shifted 

away from the wall, laterally, or in the diagonal direction. The subjects shift their 

searches accordingly to the lateral displacement, but maintained their searches at the 

same distance from the wall at each experimental tests (Sherry & Cheng 1992). This 

result clearly indicates that the distance of the goal from the wall of the enclosure 

provided critical information in determining the target area. The relevance of this 

spatial cue was somehow underestimated in previous studies. 

 The experiment by Sherry and Cheng (1992) was replicated by Gould and 

Kamil (1996) on Clark nutcrackers (Nucifraga columbiana). Furthermore, the authors 

in this work performed a control over the contribution of the extramaze cues on the 

subject’s searching strategy. This control was devised moving the enclosure in the 

experimental room throughout the training. Birds trained in this condition, shifted 

their searches accordingly to the displacement of the landmarks in all of the 

experimental tests (Gould & Kamil 1996).  

Likewise, a series of experiments were performed in which the subjects were 

required to locate a centre of a square shaped array of landmarks (Spetch, 

MacDonald & Cheng 1996). After training, the array was expanded along the 

horizontal, vertical or diagonal dimensions. In the first study, the array was 

presented on a computer monitor and the birds were trained to peck in the 

correspondence of the correct area to gain a food reward. The responses were 

scored by means of an infrared touch screen mounted in front of the monitor. 

During the transformational tests, the subjects maintained the approximate distance 
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and direction from the individual landmarks (Spetch, MacDonald & Cheng 1996). 

The same pattern of results were obtained in an open field version of the tasks in 

this species (Spetch, Cheng, MacDonald, Linkenhoker, Kelly & Doerkson 1997), 

such as in marmoset monkey (Callithrix jacchus) (MacDonald, Spetch, Kelly & Cheng 

2004), in the Clark nutcrackers (Kelly, Kippenbrock, Templeton & Kamil 2008) and 

in the children (3-5 years old) (MacDonald, Spetch, Kelly & Cheng 2004). 

Interestingly, pigeons trained to locate a food reward at the centre of a square 

shaped array of landmarks or a set of four small barriers located centrally within a 

larger room, performed in a comparable way at the expansion contraction test (Gray 

& Spetch, 2006). In particular, these transformations revealed that the pigeons 

shifted their searches accordingly to the displacement of the objects. In other words, 

these birds relied on an elemental representation of the walls set and the array (Gray 

& Spetch, 2006). 

In the touch screen study by Spetch and colleagues already mentioned, an 

experiment was performed in which the pigeons were trained to locate the rewarded 

pixels at a fixed distance from an array of two landmarks. After the training, the 

subjects were observed at expansion/contraction tests. Similarly to the results 

obtained in the square shaped array, the subjects searched at the locations that 

maintained the absolute distance and direction from the single landmarks after the 

transformation. These results sustained the hypothesis that birds relied on an 

elemental representation to defined the rewarded sites relative to landmarks (“place 

matching process”: Spetch, MacDonald & Cheng 1996; see also Spetch, Cheng, 

MacDonald, Linkenhoker, Kelly & Doerkson 1997).  

Contrarily to the results with children, pigeons, corvids and marmoset 

monkies, human adults searched consistently at the centre of the array in 

expansions/contraction test. These results were obtained both in an open field task 

and in a touch-screen version of the task. These results would suggest that the 

relational coding of the landmark’s array guides the searching behaviour in human 

adults, but not in the other vertebrates (Spetch, MacDonald & Cheng 1996; Spetch, 

Cheng, MacDonald, Linkenhoker, Kelly & Doerkson 1997).  
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Specific training procedure have proven to promote relational learning of 

landmark’s arrays in avian species. For example, Clark’s nutcrackers (Nucifraga 

Columbiana) were trained with multiple exemplar inter-landmark’s distances, and 

successfully learned geometric rules such as the “midpoint” between two landmarks 

(Kamil & Jones 1997; Kamil & Jones 2000; Jones, Shettleworth & Kamil 2002). The 

same procedure was also proven to be effective in pigeons (Jones, Shettleworth & 

Kamil 2002; Spetch, Rust, Kamil & Jones 2003). Nevertheless, as reviewed in the 

previous Section, relational strategies seem to be used spontaneously to determine 

locations with respect to the macroscopic surface layout of the environment 

(Tommasi & Vallortigara, 1997; Tommasi & Vallortigara, 2000; Gray, Spetch, Kelly, 

and Nguyen 2004; Tommasi and Thinus-Blanc 2004; Kelly and Spetch, 2001; but 

see Tommasi & Polli 2004; Pearce, Good, McGregor & Jones 2004; Esber, 

McGregor, Good, Hayward & Pearce 2005). Conversely, elemental strategies seem 

to be used preferentially when the target location is defined by set of landmarks 

(Collett, Cartwritght & Smith, 1986; Cheng, 1989, Spetch, MacDonald & Cheng 

1996; Spetch, Cheng, MacDonald, Linkenhoker, Kelly & Doerkson 1997; Kelly, 

Kippenbrock, Templeton & Kamil 2008).  

This contraposition, however, seems to be challenged by results obtained in 

rodents. In the last decade, a very interesting series of experiments was performed in 

which the capabilities of rats (Rattus norvegicus) to reorient in different shaped arrays 

were examined. Benhamou and Poucet trained rats (Rattus norvegicus) to locate a 

submerged platform whose position was defined by three distinguishable landmarks 

arranged at the edge of a circular pool to form an isosceles triangle (Benhamou & 

Poucet, 1998). The subjects learned the task and searched at the geometrically 

correct location on the transformational test, where a mirrored version of the array 

was presented (Benhamou & Poucet, 1998). This finding indicates that the featural 

cues were ignored by the rats, who instead preferred to rely on the geometric 

information to reorient. Evidently, the geometric computation is not selectively 

activated with respect to extended surfaces. The capability of the subjects to 

determine the position of the platform seemed to be based on the integration of 
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multiple vectors. And, of course, this does not mean that all the spatial relationships 

among the landmarks and the target must be represented to solve this task. 

Esber and co-workers (2005) have shown that rats could learn the geometric 

arrangement of four undistinguishable landmarks to determine a location of a 

hidden platform. The local cues were arranged at the edge of a circular pool in all of 

the experiments. One group of subjects was trained in a kite shaped array. Another 

group was trained in a rectangular configuration. The position of the platform 

maintained stable throughout the training in correspondence of one of the local 

cues. At the transformational tests, the subjects were observed in the reciprocal 

array or in a degraded configuration. The rats searched in correspondence of the 

congruent sites both in the new array and after removal of either one or two 

landmarks. These results confirmed the capabilities of the rats to locate the position 

of the platform on the basis of the geometrical cues given by the landmark’s array. 

Furthermore, these findings would suggest that the rats encoded the distances and 

directions which separated the landmarks from the landmarks that were located 

laterally (Esber, McGregor, Good, Hayward & Pearce 2005). 

Gibson and colleagues (2007) have further confirmed that rats readily reorient 

in a rectangular array of spatially isolated cues. In this study, the landmarks were 

arranged in the centre of a larger room. The subjects were required to insert their 

head through a hole in front of the cues to gain the access to a reward. The subjects 

learned to distinguish between the geometrically correct and uncorrect location in 

the case that the landmarks presented undistinguishable features. Furthermore, the 

rats that were trained in an array of distinctive cues, retrieved the geometric 

information at the transformational test, when four landmarks of the rewarded type 

were presented (Gibson, Wilks & Kelly 2007). Other subjects were trained in a 

rectangular array of four undistinguishable pipes and were subsequently observed in 

the diagonal expansion of the configuration or in a degraded configuration. 

Surprisingly, the rats directed their searches to the geometrically congruent 

landmarks on the expansion test.  After removal of one landmark, the rats searched 

randomly at the residual cues, indicating that they were relying on a global 

representation of the array (Gibson, Wilks & Kelly 2007). It is important to notice 
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that in the work by Esber et al. (2005), the array occupied the border of the pool. On 

the contrary, the array occupied the centre of a large room in the work by Gibson et 

al (2007). Probably, the location kept by the cues relative to the walls promoted 

different representations in the two cases (See Figure 3).  

Very interestingly, children failed to reorient on the basis of the geometric 

information given by an array of landmarks. Goteux and Spelke (2001) have shown 

that 3 and 4 year old children failed to locate a toy on the basis of the geometric 

information given by the spatial arrangement of three and four undistinguishable 

hiding boxes that were arranged at the centre of a circular enclosure. The children 

were able to locate the goal when a distinguishable feature characterized the correct 

hiding box (Goteux & Spelke 2001; see also Lee, Shusterman & Spelke 2006). The 

subjects resorted to the use of the geometric information when four opaque barriers 

were aligned to connect the landmarks reciprocally (Goteux & Spelke 2001). Lee 

and Spelke have recently confirmed this finding (Lee and Spelke 2008). The children 

(44-56 months) failed to reorient in a rectangular array of isolated boxes, but 

succeeded when the same array was arranged at the corner of an enclosed space 

(Lee and Spelke 2008; See also: Lee, Shusterman & Spelke 2006). The authors 

proposed that organisms reorient on the basis of an allocentric representation of the 

three-dimensional surface layout. According to them, organisms may have evolved 

this preference because these cues are stable and reliable in the natural environment 

(Lee and Spelke 2008). 

 
Figure 3 Different outputs of a local strategy (“individual wall strategy”) in the experimental condition by Esber 

et al (2005) (Left Panel) and Gibson et al. (2007) (Right Panel). When the array is located at the edge of the pool, 

the rat approach the short side and obtain the reward by turning left. When the array occupies the centre of a 

larger enclosure, the same strategy could lead equally to the correct and the uncorrect choices. The correct 

landmark is indicated by the symbol +. 

+ 

+ - 
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Several issues arose from this claim. The goal of the present thesis is that to provide 

some clarification on these questions. The first being, it is possible that, in the case 

of humans, that relational encoding of landmarks’ arrays appears later in 

development, particularly when specific linguistic competences emerge (MacDonald, 

Spetch, Kelly & Cheng 2004). Research comparing relational and vector strategy in 

children have proven that 4-year-old subjects could reorient on the basis of the 

relational rule that characterize the spatial relationships between a pair of landmarks 

in an open field task. The children were trained to find a toy at the imaginary apex 

of a triangle which base was created by two landmarks. On subsequent trials, the 

number and locations of the landmarks was changed. When the landmarks were 

moved apart, the children searched in the middle of the enlarged array (Uttal, 

Sandtrom, Newcombe 2006). Furthermore, the hypothesis that language could be 

entirely responsible for the capabilities of children to reorient in an array of 

landmarks is in contrast to the results obtained in non-linguistic animals (Gibson, 

Wilks & Kelly 2007) and with the findings by Garrad-Cole et al (2001) in toddlers. 

In particular, these authors reported that 18-24 month old children encoded the 

geometric information given by a rectangular array of landmarks arranged at the 

edge of a circular enclosure (Garrad-Cole, Lew, and Bremner & Whiteaker 2001). 

Some criticism was moved concerning the effectiveness of the disorienting 

procedure in this work (See Cheng & Newcombe, 2005). However, I suggest that 

the vicinity of the landmarks to the wall may effect the capability of the children to 

reorient. 

Second, at least on the basis of the reported data, Spelke and colleagues failed 

to provide clear-cut evidence in favour of their hypothesis. The subjects in their 

work succeeded when the walls reciprocally connected the hiding boxes. This does 

not necessarily mean, however, that the children orient independently from the 

location kept by the barriers in the enclosure (and indeed, when the barriers were 

arranged behind the hiding boxes, the children failed to reorient). In other words, it 

is not possible to assess the geometric contribution of the barriers by simply removing 

these cues. A control condition should have been carried out, for example, in which 

the subjects would be moving in an array of landmarks located centrally within a 
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rectangular enclosure. In this case, the geometric information would be provided by 

the distal walls, and the local information would remain unmodified (see also: 

Tommasi & Polli, 2004; for the “local” contribution of the corners in the 

reorienting task). 

 Finally, the results by Spelke and co-workers appear to be difficult to 

reconcile with the hypothesis that axes are extracted by the visual scene to reduce 

the “computational explosion” that arise by the presence of multiple environmental 

cues (Cheng, 2005). The possibility that axes could be encoded with respect to the 

macroscopic shape of the environment remains open (Wang & Spelke, 2002; 

Burgess 2006), though alternative account has been proposed (Sturzl, Cheung, Zeil 

& Cheng 2008; see Section 2.1).  
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3. Use of  landmarks in the Domestic chick: 

The ground scratching task 

 

 

The aim of the first series of experiments was to investigate the capability of 

the domestic chick (Gallus gallus) to reorient on the basis of the geometric cues as 

defined by the arrangement of spatially isolated cues. Among the avian species, the 

domestic chick has been widely used as a model to investigate spatial representation 

in vertebrate species. In particular, it has been shown that the domestic chicks are 

able to encode the geometric information given by the macroscopic shape of the 

environment (Vallortigara, Zanforlin & Pasti, 1990; Tommasi, Vallortigara & 

Zanforlin 1997).  

Few studies have addressed the question whether these birds are able to 

encode the geometric information given by the arrangement of spatially isolated 

cues. Della Chiesa and colleagues (2006a, 2006b) has trained two week old subjects 

to locate a reward hidden at the centre of an array of four identical landmarks. 

Subsequent transformational tests did not reveal any relational encoding of the 

spatial distribution of the cues (Della Chiesa, Speranza, Tommasi & Vallortigara 

2006a; Della Chiesa, Pecchia, Tommasi & Vallortigara 2006b). However, the correct 

location in these studies was defined both by the shape of the arena and the shape 

of the landmark’s array. Thus, the authors could not drown any conclusions about 

the relative contribution of these cues in the whole process. In the present work, the 

subjects were trained to ground scratch in the vicinity of one landmark in a 

rectangular array to gain a food reward. The configuration was located centrally 

within a circular enclosure to rule out the possibility that the subjects could rely on 

any cues external from the array. To our knowledge, avian species have never been 

examined under comparable experimental circumstances.  
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3.1. Experiment 1.A 

Subjects 

Forty-two male chicks of the Hybro strain (a local variety derived from the 

White Leghorn breed) were used for the experiment. The subjects were obtained 

from a commercial hatchery (‘La Berica’, Monte Galda, Vicenza, Italy) and were 

reared individually in grey metal boxes (22.5 cm wide × 30 cm high × 40 cm deep) 

at day 1 after hatching. The cages were located in a controlled temperature room 

(30°C). The illumination was ensured by fluorescent lamps located upon the cages 

(12 h: 12 h light/dark schedule). Food and water were delivered ad libitum during 

the entire training period. However, the chicks were food deprived every night for 

10 hours to ensure the proper motivational status at the training. All the 

experiments reported comply with the guidelines for the ethical treatment of 

animals in behavioural research and teaching (Animal Behaviour 2003) and with 

current Italian laws. 

 

Apparatus 

Training and testing were conducted in a circular arena (Ø 130 cm; 50 cm 

height) mounted on a platform 60 cm above the floor (See Figure 4). The wall was 

obtained from one fibreglass panel covered by homogeneous white masking tape. 

The floor of the arena was cover by sawdust (6 cm in depth). Four metal bars (Ø 2.2 

cm, 22 cm long) were located at the centre of the arena, with their bases resting on 

the floor of the enclosure. The landmarks were arranged to form a rectangular array 

(30x60 cm). Colour tape stripes facilitated the correct disposal of the local cues. 

Three of the landmarks were covered by a black masking tape, whereas the fourth 

pole was covered by white and red alternating horizontal strips (polarized cue). Four 

slide film boxes were located in the inner part of the configuration, one in proximity 

of each bar. The feeders presented the same colour pattern as the nearest landmarks 

and were filled by food grains. For the experimental purposes (See the procedure 

section), the configuration could be oriented toward four directions with respect to 

the experimental room (N-S, W-E, SW-NE, NW-SE). Given however that the array 
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presented a polarizing cue, eight possible rotations of the configuration were 

allowed.  

A one way screen covered the top of the enclosure preventing the chicks from 

seeing outside. During the training and the experimental tests, the illumination was 

ensured by a light spot (75W) hung above the centre of the arena. The lights in the 

experimental room were kept off. The room was acoustically isolated to prevent the 

subject to rely on any external cues. A camcorder mounted above the apparatus was 

used to video record the subject’s performances at the experimental tests. 

 

Procedure  

At Day 2 after hatching, the pre-training procedure was administered to the 

subjects. The chicks were accustomed to the arena and the array by means of 3 

separate trials of 30 minutes. In these trials, the feeders were left open and the 

chicks were allowed to peck at every food box to be reinforced.  

The proper training started at Day 3 after hatching. Only the feeder located 

nearby the polarized cue was maintained open, while the remaining feeders were 

covered. The position was kept by the polarized cue within the array, and  was 

counterbalanced across the subjects. The training was divided in two phases. During 

the first training phase (Day 3 ÷ Day 6), all the feeders were visible upon the 

sawdust. As the training proceeds, the feeders were progressively drawn below the 

sawdust level. During the second training phase (Day 8 ÷ Day 11), the feeders were 

completely buried and the chicks were required to ground scratch at the correct 

location to gain the access to the food. 

Every daily session, either in the first and the second training phase, consisted 

of 30 trials distributed in three series of 10 runs. As a result, 120 trials with visible 

feeders (first training phase) and 120 trials with buried feeders (second training 

phase) were administered to each subjects. To rule out any possible use of 

uncontrolled stimuli, the configuration was rotated between the experimental series 

in a semi random order. Furthermore, all the landmarks were cleaned and the 

uncorrect bars were interchanged.  
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At every trial, the chicks were released from the centre of the enclosure or 

from one of the imaginary points originating by the intersection of the configural 

axes and the edge of the arena. As soon as the subjects located the food, they were 

allowed to eat some grains and then were placed outside in a cardboard box (32 cm 

wide × 13 cm high × 21 cm deep). Here, the chicks were slowly rotated clockwise 

and counter clockwise to obtain a complete disorientation. 

At the end of the training (Day 12), a series of 10 trials were administered to 

restore the proper motivational status. The feeders were subsequently removed 

from the enclosure and the sawdust was systematically mixed and levelled to rule 

out the use of any residual spatially localized olfactory or visual cues. Finally, the 

chicks were observed in binocular condition under one of the following 

transformational tests: a) with the same array as during the training (CONTROL); b) 

with four IDENTICAL landmarks, of the type previously non-rewarded, of the type 

previously rewarded, or of a new type (wood cylinder: Ø 2.6 cm x 22 cm); c) after 

having replaced one of the landmark located at the geometric uncorrect position 

into the type of landmark previously rewarded (SEMI-AFFINE 

TRANSFORMATION).  

Each of the test conditions consisted of 2 series of 5 trials, lasting 15 seconds 

counted from the first subject’s scratch. The subjects were introduced in the arena 

at different starting point and were disoriented between runs using the same 

procedure previously described. At the end of the first set of five trials, the array 

was rotated and the landmarks were cleaned following the procedure previously 

described. The chick’s performances were video-recorded to allow the analysis. 
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Data Analysis 

A label was assigned to the landmarks on the basis of the position they take 

relative to the rewarded cue (See Figure 4). During the training, only the first choice 

at every trial was recorded. In particular, during the first training phase, a choice was 

considered directed to certain landmark as soon as the chick approached the 

correspondent feeder. During the second training phase, a choice was considered 

directed to certain landmark as soon as the chick scratched in its proximity. 

Scratches directed far than 12 centimetres from all of the bars were considered in a 

separate category.  

At the experimental tests, the chicks choices were scored with the same criteria 

adopted for the second training phase. However, the test trials least 15 seconds and 

the subjects should concentrate their scratches at one or more than one locations. 

All the choices at every trial were recorded. The mean percentage of searches at 

every trial was obtained from these data. The mean percentage of searches of the 

entire test session was considered as the individual performance. Since the number 

of scratches was considerably high in all the experimental tests of this series, 

parametric statistic was used to evaluate the subject’s performances.  

 

Results 

Chicks readily learned to locate the reward using the featural cues (See Figure 

8). The subject’s performance rapidly increased since the first training session until 

the last day, when choices were mainly directed to the correct cue. The analysis of 

variance with SESSION as a within subjects factor, the REWARDED LOCATION 

and the experimental GROUP as a between subjects factors, revealed a significant 

main effect of the training SESSION (F(7,196) = 148.506, p-value < 0.001, ***). No 

other significant effects were revealed (GROUP F(5,24) = 0.145, P= 0.980, n.s.; 

REWARDED POSITION F(1,24) = 1.130, P = 0.299, n.s.; GROUP x 

REWARDED POSITION F(5,24) = 0.814, P = 0.552, n.s.). All of the other 

interactions were not significant. 
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Control test 

6 subjects were observed presenting the same array as during the training (See 

Figure 4; Right panel). The subjects have consistently directed their scratches in 

correspondence of the polarized cue, even if the feeder was no longer present. No 

searches were observed to be directed in the correspondence of the other local cues, 

nor geometrically uncorrect, do neither geometrically correct. As a consequence, 

visual cues have mostly determined the searching strategies of the subjects, whereas 

the olfactory cues have provided very limited (if any) information to determine the 

reward’s location.  

 

Identical transformation test 

Three independent groups of 6 subjects were observed in a rectangular array 

of indistinguishable bars (See Figure 5). In the first of these conditions, four 

landmarks of the type previously non-rewarded were presented (four black 

landmarks). The subjects have directed their scratches equally to the geometrically 

correct and uncorrect locations of the array (t (5) = 0.042, P =  

 

 
Figure 4 Experiment 1.A. Panel A: All the subjects were trained to locate the reward in correspondence of 

the landmark characterized by a distinguishable feature. The correct landmark has been standardized at the 

same location of the array for the figure. Panel B: 6 subjects were observed in the same array as during the 

training (CONTROL). The average proportion of scratches to the correct (C), the geometrically equivalent 

(R), the near (N), and the far (F) locations and the correspondent S.E.M. are reported. 
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0.968, n.s.). Moreover, searches were homogeneously distributed between the 

landmarks that occupied the geometrically equivalent locations (Correct vs 

Rotational: t (5) = 1.809, P = 0.130, n.s.; Near vs Far: t (5) = -0.513, P = 0.630, n.s.). 

These results clearly indicate that chicks failed to rely on the residual geometric 

information to reorient. However, a considerable proportion of scratches were 

directed far from the landmarks (Mean = 0.61; S.E.M. = ±0.06). This proportion did 

not differ significantly from the overall proportion of scratches directed in the 

proximity of the local cues (t(5) = 1.929, P = 0.112, n.s.). It is possible that the type 

of landmark presented in this transformational test was interpreted as a good 

predictor of the absence of the reward, thus biasing the subjects scratches far from 

the local cues.  

Another group of 6 subjects were observed in a rectangular array of landmarks 

of a new type (four wood cylinders). The pooled proportion of searches directed 

toward the geometrically correct and uncorrect locations in this transformational 

test did not differ significantly (t(5) 0.102, P = 0.923, n.s.). Statistical comparisons 

between the mean proportion of searches directed to the geometrically equivalent 

locations have not revealed any significant differences (Correct vs. Rotational: t (5) 

= 0.165, P = 0.875, n.s.; Far vs. Near: t (5) = 0.419, P = 0.692, n.s.). Finally, the 

mean proportion of searches that fall far from the landmarks (Mean = 0.51; S.E.M. 

= ±0.11) did not differ from the pooled proportion of searches that fall in their 

proximity (t(5) = 0.127, P = 0.904, n.s.). Overall, the performances of the subjects 

observed in a rectangular array of landmarks of a new type resemble the 

performances of the subjects observed in a rectangular array of unrewarded 

landmarks. 

In the last of the IDENTICAL transformation tests, 6 subjects were observed 

in a rectangular array of landmarks of the type previously rewarded. The mean 

proportion of scratches directed to the geometrically correct locations did not differ 

significantly from the mean proportion of scratches directed to the geometrically 

uncorrect bars (t(5) = -0.170, P = 0.871, n.s.). Furthermore, searches were 

homogeneously distributed to the landmark that occupies the geometric equivalent 

locations, either within the correct and the uncorrect diagonal of the array 
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(Respectively: t (5) = 0.363, P = 0.732, n.s.; t (5) = 1.039, P = 0.346, n.s.). Finally, 

chicks have searched in close proximity of all the landmarks, as it results from the 

comparison between the mean proportion of scratches directed far from the local 

cues (Mean = 0.12; S.E.M. = ±0.05) and in the proximity of the landmarks (t(5) = -

8.236, P < 0.001, ***). 

 

 
Figure 5 Experiment 1.A. Schematic representation of the arena in the IDENTICAL transformation tests. 

In these tests, four identical landmarks of the type previously non-rewarded (Panel A), of the type previously 

rewarded (Panel B) or of a new type (Panel C) were presented. The average proportion of scratches directed 

to the geometrically correct locations (C), the geometric uncorrect locations (E), and the correspondent 

S.E.M. are reported at right. 
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Overall, these results would suggest that the subjects neglected the geometric 

cues provided by the shape of the array to reorient. Second, the disorienting 

procedure was effective as revealed by the statistical comparisons between the mean 

distribution of scratches directed to the geometrical equivalent locations in the array. 

Third, the subjects were particularly sensible to the type of the landmark’s features 

we presented. Chicks searched in the proximity of the local cues of the type 

rewarded during the training, but not of the other types.  

 

Semi-affine transformation test 

The results obtained in the first series of transformational tests suggested that 

the subjects mainly relied on the featural cues to re-orient. However, all the 

correspondences between landmark’s identity and landmark’s locations were 

disrupted by the IDENTICAL transformation tests. In this experiment, we aimed 

to investigate whether the domestic chicks were able to resort to the use of the 

geometric cue in a partially transformed version of the original array (See Figure 6). 

For these purposes, the subjects were trained to ground scratch in correspondence 

of the polarized cue and were subsequently observed after having replaced one of 

the geometrically uncorrect bars with one landmark of the type previously rewarded. 

As a result, the configuration in the semi-affine transformation presented two 

landmarks of the rewarded type, either located on the short side (6 subjects) or on 

the long side of the array (6 subjects).  

When two bars of the rewarded type were presented at the short side of the 

array, the mean proportion of scratches directed to the correct diagonal did not 

exceeded the proportion of searches directed to the uncorrect diagonal (t (5) = 

0.078, P = 0.941, n.s.). Moreover, the mean proportion of scratches directed to the 

bars presenting the correct feature exceed the mean proportion of scratches directed 

to the rotational equivalent bars, both within the geometrically correct diagonal and 

the geometrically uncorrect diagonal (Respectively: t(5) = 5.610, P = 0.002, **; t(5) 

= 5.4827, P = 0.003, **). Finally, the mean proportion of scratches directed to the 
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bars of the type previously rewarded did not differ significantly (t (5) = 0.198, P = 

0.851, n.s.), as well as the mean proportion of scratches directed to the uncorrect 

bars (t (5) = 0, n.s.). 

A similar pattern of results were obtained presenting two landmarks of the 

rewarded type at the long side of the array. The mean proportion of scratches 

directed to the geometrically correct landmarks did not exceeded the mean 

proportion of scratches directed to the geometrically uncorrect landmarks (t (5) = -

0.844, P = 0.437, n.s.). Moreover, statistical comparisons revealed that the subjects 

have searched significantly more often nearby the landmarks of the type rewarded at 

training both within the geometrically correct and the uncorrect diagonal 

(Respectively: t(5) = 5.118, P = 0.004, **; t(5) = 9.038, P < 0.001, ***). Finally, the 

mean proportion of scratches directed to the bars of the type previously rewarded 

did not differ significantly (t(5) = -0.505, P = 0.635, n.s.), or the mean proportion of 

scratches directed to the bars of the type previously unrewarded (t(5) = 0.596, P = 

0.577). 

 

 
Figure 6 Experiment 1.A. Schematic representation of the arena in the SEMI-AFFINE tests of 

transformation. After the training, two group of 6 subjects were observed with two landmarks of the type 

previously rewarded located at the long or the short side of the array. The average proportion of scratches to 

the correct (C), the geometric equivalent (R), the near (N), and the far (F) locations and the correspondent 

S.E.M. are reported. 
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3.2. Experiment 1.B 

 

The featural information seemed to control the searching strategies of the 

domestic chicks in Experiment 1.A. If the subjects ignored the geometric cues, we 

would expect that the chicks would have directed their scratches toward the 

landmark of the type rewarded at training irrespectively from the location they 

occupied at the experimental test. In order to specifically address this issue, we 

devised an experiment in which the feature rewarded during the training was 

presented both at the same location and a new site, external from the array. 

 

Materials and methods 

Six subjects were trained to locate a food reward in a rectangular array of four 

bars, centrally located within the same enclosure used in Experiment 1.A. The 

reward was hidden in correspondence of the black bar. The other three landmarks 

were covered by alternating red and white horizontal strips (See Figure 7). The 

subjects were trained following the same procedure described in Experiment 1.A. At 

the end of the training, the subjects were observed with a fifth landmark of the type 

previously rewarded located at a new site.  

 

Results 

Chicks have successfully learned to locate the feeder in correspondence of the 

black pole (See Figure 8). However, the subjects at the experimental test have 

equally divided their scratches to the bars of the rewarded type, irrespectively from 

the location they occupied within the array (See Figure 7; Right panel). In other 

words, the mean percentage of choices directed to the correct pole and the fifth 

landmark did not differ significantly (t (5) = 0.367, P = 0.723, n.s.). Moreover, 

choices were mainly directed to the black landmarks and few scratches were 

observed to be directed in correspondence of the unrewarded cues (Correct Feature 

vs. Uncorrect Feature: t (5) = 9.440, P < 0.001, *** ). This result clearly indicated 

that the domestic chicks trained to ground scratch in correspondence of a 
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characteristic landmark ignored the geometric information given by shape of the 

array. 

 

 
Figure 7 Experiment 1.B. The subjects were trained to locate the reward in correspondence of a new the 

polarizing cue. The correct landmark has been standardized at the same location of the array for the figure. 

After the training, the subjects were observed in the presence of a fifth landmark at a new location. The 

average proportion of scratches to the correct (C), geometrically equivalent (R), near (N), far (F), new 

location (w), and the correspondent S.E.M. are reported. 

 

 

 
Figure 8 Mean percentage of the correct scratches together with the S.E.M. during the training sessions (At 

left) and the first six blocks of five trials during the training session (At Right) in Experiment 1.A (control �; 

identical transformation groups: � new type; � rewarded type; � non-rewarded type; “semi-affine” 

transformation groups: ���� short-side; � long-side;) and 1.B (� new location). The dashed lines indicate the 

chance performance as it was expected with respect to the featural cues. 
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3.3. Experiment 1.C 

 

In the Experiment 1.A and 1.B, the featural cues provided sufficient 

information to determine the location of the reward. In this experiment, we aimed 

at investigate whether the domestic chicks were able to determine the location of 

the reward on the basis of the purely geometric cues given by the shape of an array 

of spatially isolated landmarks. For this purposes, a group of 12 male subjects were 

trained in a rectangular array of four indistinguishable landmarks (See Figure 10) 

following the same procedure described in experiment 1.A of this series. However, 

we decided to reward both the correct landmark and its rotational equivalent to 

prevent the extinction of the ground scratching responses. At the end of the training, 

the subjects were observed in the absence of the reward under the same 

circumstances as during the training. 

 

Results 

The subject’s performance at training is reported in the Figure 9. The analysis 

of variance have not revealed any significant effect from the data (SESSION: 

F(7,70) = 1.80, P = 0.11, n.s.; REWARDED POSITION: F(1,10) = 0.24, P = 0.63, 

n.s.; REWARDED POSITION x SESSION: F(7,70) = 1.61, P = 0.15, n.s.). In 

other words, the subjects failed to encode the geometric cues given by the shape of 

the array. Coherently to this finding, the subjects have searched randomly between 

the four landmarks at the experimental tests (See Figure 10), when the same array 

as during the training was presented (Correct diagonal vs. Uncorrect diagonal: t (11) 

= 0.394, P = 0.701, n.s.; Correct vs. Rotational: t (11) = 0.869; P = 0.403, n.s.; Near 

vs. Far: t (11) = 0.364, P= 0.723, n.s.).  
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Figure 9 Mean percentage of correct searches and the S.E:M. during the training  

sessions in Experiment 1.C. The dashed line indicates the chance performance. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Experiment 1.C. Twelve subjects were trained to reorient in a rectangular configuration of four 

indistinguishable landmarks. The correct pole has been standardized at the same location of the array for the 

figure. The average proportion of scratches to the geometrically correct (C) and uncorrect locations (E) and 

the correspondent S.E.M. are reported. 
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3.4. Experiment 2 

 

The results obtained in the first series of experiments clearly indicate that the 

subjects ignored the geometric information given by the landmark’s array. In the 

next experiment, another group of subjects were trained to locate the reward at the 

corner of a rectangular enclosure, where the array of undistinguishable landmarks 

was presented. The subjects were trained following the same experimental 

procedure described in Experiment 1.C.  

 

 

Materials and methods 

Twelve chicks were trained to locate a buried feeder in the corner of a 

rectangular enclosure (See Figure 11). Four landmarks, of the type used in 

experiment 1.C, were located in the corners of the arena with their bases resting on 

the floor of the enclosure. The landmarks form a rectangular array of the same 

dimensions as the previous experiments (30x60 cm). The enclosure (70 cm long x 

35 cm wide x 50 cm height) was mounted on a rotating platform 60 cm above the 

floor. The walls were obtained by four homogeneous white painted wood panels. 

The floor of the arena was cover by sawdust (6 cm in depth). 

A one-way screen covered the top of the apparatus preventing the chicks from 

seeing outside. Furthermore, the arena was rotated between the trials preventing the 

subjects to rely on any possible external cues. The illumination was ensured by a 

light spot (75W) hung above the centre of the arena. The apparatus was located in 

the same experimental room as in the previous experiments. The subjects were 

trained using the same procedure described in Experiment 1.C. At the end of the 

training, the subjects were observed, after removing the feeder, with the same 

environmental cues presented during the training. 
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Results 

The learning curve is reported in the Figure 12. The analysis of variance with 

SESSION as the within subjects factor and the REWARDED LOCATION as the 

between subjects factors revealed a significant main effect of the training session 

(F(1,10) = 3.439, p-value < 0.003, **). The main effect of the REWARDED 

LOCATION was not significant (F(7,70) = 0.303, P = 0.594, n.s.), neither the 

interaction between SESSION x REWARDED LOCATION (F(7,70) = 0.420, P = 

0.887, n.s.). Thus, the subjects had learnt to locate the reward using the geometric 

cues given by the walls of the enclosure. 

The subsequent experimental test revealed that the subjects maintained their 

performances above the chance level. Chicks searched statistically more often at the 

geometrically correct locations than in correspondence of the landmarks that 

occupied the geometrically uncorrect sites (t(11) = 2.328, P = 0.04, *). Furthermore, 

the mean proportion of scratches directed to landmarks that occupied the 

geometrically equivalent locations did not differ significantly (Correct vs. Rotational: 

t (11) = 0.137; P = 0.894, n.s.; Near vs. Far: t (11) = -1.101, P = -0.294, n.s.).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 11 Experiment 2. Twelve subjects were trained to reorient in a rectangular arena. The configuration of 

indistinguishable landmarks was located at the corner of the enclosure. The correct pole has been 

standardized at the same location for the figure. Panel B) The average proportion of scratches at test are 

reported together with the S.E.M. (C) geometrical correct locations; (E) geometrical errors. 
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Figure 12 Mean percentage of correct scratches and the correspondent S.E.M. during the training sessions in 

Experiment 2. The dashed line indicates the performance expected by chance. 

 

 

3.5. Experiment 3 

 

The results of the Experiment 2 confirmed that the chicks efficiently reorient 
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the walls of the enclosure critically determine the capability of the subjects to 

reorient (Vallortigara, Zanforlin & Pasti 1990, Tommasi, Vallortigara & Zanforlin 

1997). In the subsequent experiment, the array was located centrally within a larger 

rectangular arena. If the subjects were able to encode the geometric cues given by 

the shape of the enclosure, they were expected to reorient successfully.  
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(160 cm long x 80 cm wide x 50 cm height) mounted on a desk 75 cm above the 

floor. The walls were obtained by four homogeneous white painted wood panels of 

the type used in experiment 2. The floor of the arena was cover by sawdust (6 cm in 

depth). The array of indistinguishable landmarks previously described was arranged 

at the centre of the arena, with its axis aligned with the walls of the enclosure (See 

Figure 14). A one-way screen prevented the chicks from seeing outside. Four light 

spots (25W) at the top of the walls illuminated the experimental space. The subjects 

were trained following the same training and test procedure described for 

Experiment 1.C. At the end of the training, the subjects were observed, in the 

absence of the reward, with the same cues as during the training. 

 

Results 

The subject’s performances during the training are reported in Figure 13. The 

analysis of variance with SESSION as the within subjects factor and the 

REWARDED LOCATION as the between subject’s factor did not reveal any 

significant effect (SESSION: F(7,70) = 1.648, P = 0.1365, n.s.; REWARDED 

LOCATION: F(1,10) = 0.886, P = 0.369, n.s.; SESSION x REWARDED 

LOCATION F(7,70) = 0.785, P = 0.602, n.s.). Very surprisingly, the subjects did 

not learn to locate the reward using the geometric cues given by the shape of the 

enclosure. 

Subsequent experimental tests were conducted in the absence of the reward 

was coherent with this finding (See Figure 14). The subjects searched equally at the 

geometrically correct locations and in the correspondence of the landmarks that 

occupied the geometrically uncorrect sites (t(11) = -0.879, P = 0.398). Finally, the 

mean proportion of scratches directed to the landmarks that occupied the 

geometrically equivalent locations did not differ significantly, neither within the 

geometrically correct diagonal (Correct vs. Rotational: t (11) = 1.4321, P = 0.180, 

n.s.), nor within the geometrically uncorrect diagonal (Near vs. Far: t (11) = -0.3277, 

P = 0.7493, n.s.). 
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Figure 13 Mean percentage of the correct scratches and the correspondent  

S.E.M. during the training sessions in Experiment 3. The dashed line indicates  

the performance expected by chance. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14 Experiment 3. Twelve subjects were trained to reorient in a rectangular array of landmarks 

centrally located within a larger rectangular enclosure. The correct pole has been standardized at the same 

location for the figure. Panel B) The average proportion of scratches at test are reported together with the 

S.E.M. (C) geometric correct locations; (E) geometric errors. 
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3.6. Conclusion 

 

We have investigated the capabilities of the domestic chick to reorient in a 

rectangular array of landmarks. In the first series of experiments, the array was 

located centrally within a circular enclosure. The subjects were trained to locate a 

reward either in the correspondence of a characteristic landmark or in an array of 

indistinguishable local cues. The chicks failed to reorient on the basis of the 

geometric cues given by the shape of the array, but were successful when the correct 

location was defined unambiguously by a distinctive feature. The non-geometric 

information appeared to exert a strong control over the searching strategy of the 

subjects at transformational test. At this regard, the results of experiment 1.B of the 

present work appears to be of particular relevance. The chicks were trained to locate 

the food reward close to the polarized cue. After the training, a fifth landmark of 

the same type was presented at a new location. Searches were equally distributed 

toward the landmarks of the rewarded type, irrespectively from the location they 

occupied. This result emphasizes the subject’s tendency to rely on features in this 

spatial task.  

In the second experiment, the array was located at the corner of a rectangular 

arena. The subjects learned to locate the reward confirming previous findings in this 

(Vallortigara, Zanforlin & Pasti, 1990, Vallortigara, Pagni & Sovrano 2004; Sovrano 

& Vallortigara 2006; Chiandetti & Vallortigara 2007, Chiandetti, Regolin, Sovrano & 

Vallortigara 2008) and other vertebrate species (Cheng & Newcomb, 2005). 

Comparable results are found in children. It has been shown that children 

younger then 4 years typically fail to reorient on the basis of the geometric cues of 

an array of spatially isolated cues, but are able to reorient on the basis of the non-

geometric cues. Furthermore, both the children and the chicks resorted to the use of 

the geometric information when a configuration of walls circumscribed the array 

within a rectangular searching space (Goteux & Spelke 2001; Lee & Spelke 2008). 

Given however that the chicks failed to reorient in a rectangular array of landmarks 

located centrally within a larger rectangular enclosure (see Section 3.5), neither the 
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geometric cues given by the shape of the array nor the geometry of the macroscopic 

shape of the environment were sufficient at eliciting a reliable reorienting strategy in 

our study. 

This result stands in contrast with previous findings in human and non-human 

animals. In a recent work, Lee and Spelke (2008) have examined the capabilities of 

four groups of children to locate a hidden toy in a rectangular array of hiding boxes. 

The configuration was located centrally within a circular room. The spatial 

arrangement of the landmarks provided the only environmental information for one 

group of children. The other three groups were provided with additional geometric 

cues. In particular, two groups were observed in the presence of a set of four walls 

of different heights (90 or 30 cm height) arranged connected to the landmarks 

reciprocally. In the last experiment, the barriers were replaced by a rectangular figure 

taped on the floor of the enclosure. The children reoriented in the presence of the 

walls, but failed in the other circumstances (Lee & Spelke 2008). The authors 

proposed that the geometric cues are primarily encoded with respect to the spatial 

arrangement of walls rather than with respect to isolated landmark’s arrays. 

This argument makes sense in ecological terms: in the natural environment, 

extended surfaces are mostly represented by stable and enduring cues, such as the 

profile of cliffs and valleys, and could provide very stable and reliable information to 

reorient. However, the barriers in this study were presented in the proximity of the 

hiding boxes, with their edges resting on the floor of the enclosure. I guess that this 

setting is comparable to the traditional works in the rectangular room, at least with 

respect to the physical constrain that defined the searching area. Thus, apart from 

then the geometrical arrangement of the wall’s set, it is possible that even the 

location of the walls with respect to the rewarded area influences the capability of 

the subjects to appreciate the environmental geometry. On the other hand, if 

extended surfaces are somehow favoured for reorienting purposes, we would expect 

that any geometric arrangement of the walls would facilitate the subjects at re-

locating previously visited locations. This was not the case in the study by Gouteux 

and Spelke (2001). In this work, 3 and 4 year old children were required to locate a 

hidden toy in a rectangular array of landmarks. Together with the hiding boxes, one 
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group of subjects were observed with four walls aligned between the hiding boxes. 

Again, the walls defined a rectangular searching space and the subjects reoriented 

successfully. In another experiment, the walls were rearranged to form four right 

corners, one in the correspondence of each hiding boxes. The subjects failed to 

reorient in the presence of the corners, even though their surfaces provided 

unambiguous geometric cues (Goteux & Spelke 2001). Further research is needed to 

examine in more detail the rule of extended surfaces in the reorienting task. To 

investigate this issue, comparable studies to that described in our experiment 3 

would be of particular interest. 

However, other factors (or a combination with this and other factors) could 

have determined the poor chick’s performances in the third experiment of our work. 

It is likely that the ground scratching task have biased the subject’s attention toward 

the local cues in the proximity of the landmarks, thus reducing the relative salience 

of the geometric information specifically given by the distal cues. The possibility 

that the ground scratching task would compromise the capability of chicks to 

evaluate multiple environmental cues has been put forward in a previous work with 

chicks (Della Chiesa, Pecchia, Tommasi & Vallortigara 2006). The subjects were 

trained to locate a food reward at the centre of a square shaped array of landmarks, 

located in the correspondence of the centre of a square shaped arena. Contrarily to 

the results with single cues (Tommasi & Vallortigara 2001), chicks searched all 

around the residual landmarks in a degraded version of the array. In other words, 

the subjects did not search at the centre of the enclosure, providing evidences that 

the geometric information given by the shape of the arena were ignored (Della 

Chiesa, Pecchia, Tommasi & Vallortigara 2006).  

Results in rats (Rattus norvegicus) apparently contrast with the findings in 

children and chicks with landmark’s arrays. Rats were proven to reorient on the 

basis of the geometric cues given by three and four intramaze landmarks in the 

water maze task (Benhamou & Pouchet 1998; Esber, McGregor, Good, Hayward, & 

Pearce 2005). The landmarks were located close to the edge of the enclosures in 

these studies. On one hand, it is possible that this experimental setting has 

somehow facilitated the subjects at appreciating the environmental geometry. Some 
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evidence were obtained that even very young children are able to reorient in a 

rectangular array of undistinguishable landmarks located at the edge of a circular 

room (Garrad-Cole, Lew, Bremner & Whiteaker 2001). However, rats trained to 

locate a food reward in a rectangular array of landmarks located centrally within a 

larger experimental room were able to determine the geometrically correct landmark 

as well (Gibson, Wilks & Kelly 2007). The reason of the discrepancy with data 

collected in humans and chicks is at present unclear. It could be that rats, whose 

visual capabilities are not comparable to that of birds, rely preferentially on a 

specialized mechanism of path integration to esteem distances and direction 

standing among spatially isolated cues. 
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4. Use of  landmarks in the Domestic chick: 

The wood pecker task 

 

 

Traditional studies on reorientation have proven that several vertebrate species 

readily encode the geometric information given by the macroscopic shape of the 

environment. However, animals seem to differ with respect to the environmental 

cues used for the geometrical computation. The results obtained in the first series of 

experiments of the present work provided evidence that, similarly to the children, 

the domestic chick fails to reorient on the basis of the geometric information given 

by the spatial arrangement of an array of landmarks. On the contrary, rats were 

proven to reorient successfully both with respect to landmark’s arrays and enclosed 

spaces.  

Interestingly, Golob and Toube (2002) have shown that these rodents are able 

to conjoin geometric and non-geometric information depending on the behavioural 

task in which the subjects are involved. In particular, these authors have shown that 

rats were able to conjoin the geometric and the featural cues in a water-maze task, 

but not in a dry version of the task (Golob & Toube 2002). In analogy to this 

finding, it is possible that the domestic chicks engaged in the ground scratching task 

failed to reorient on the basis of the environmental geometry because of the specific 

requirement of the task. The aim of the present experimental series was to examine 

the capability of the domestic chick to reorient in a rectangular array of landmarks in 

a new task, inspired to a recent study with rats (Gibson, Wilks & Kelly 2007). The 

subjects were required to insert their head through a hole in front of the landmarks 

to access the content of a food cup, hidden inside each of the local cues. 

Surprisingly, chicks trained with distinctive landmarks retrieved the geometric 

information at the experimental test, when an array of four undistinguishable pipes 

were presented. In the second experiment, the subjects were successfully trained to 

locate the reward in an array of four undistinguishable pipes. In the last experiment, 

the subjects were trained in a rectangular configuration of identical cues that 
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presented four holes, faced toward opposite directions. The subjects were still able 

to reorient, but the analysis of their choices revealed that, as they became 

experienced, the landmarks were approached from fixed directions. Overall, these 

results would indicate that the domestic chick encodes the geometric information 

given by an array of landmarks. Furthermore, a view dependent strategy of 

orientation was likely responsible for this capability.  
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4.1. Experiment 1 

Subjects 

Twelve male chicks were obtained from a commercial hatchery (‘La Berica’, 

Monte Galda, Vicenza, Italy) and were reared individually in grey metal boxes (22.5 

cm wide × 30 cm high × 40 cm deep) at day 1 after hatching. The cages were 

housed, as in the first series of experiments, in a specialized building at the 

University of Trieste. The room temperature was maintained approximately at 30° 

Celsius. The illumination was ensured by fluorescent lamps located upon the cages 

(12 h: 12 h light/dark schedule). Water was delivered ad libitum during the entire 

period of training. Before every training session, the subjects were food deprived to 

obtain the necessary motivational status. 

 

Apparatus 

Training and testing was conducted in a circular arena (Ø 130 cm; 50 cm 

height) already used in the ground scratching task (See Figure 15). A rectangular 

array (30x60) of four cardboard pipes were arranged at the centre of the enclosure. 

All the landmarks (Ø 7,5 cm x 26 cm) presented one hole (Ø 2 cm) at 13 cm from 

the landmarks’ basement. A layer of sawdust (6 cm in depth) covered the floor of 

the enclosure, facilitating the subjects to access the landmarks’ hole.  The landmarks’ 

hole was oriented at a fixed direction (45°) toward the inner part of the array and 

allowed the subjects to reach a food cup, located inside each of the pipes. The 

content of the cups was not visible from outside, but the correct cup contained a 

food reward. The subjects were required to insert their head through the correct 

landmark’s hole to gain the access to food.  

The landmarks were covered, respectively, by 1) homogeneous black masking 

tape; 2) alternating white and red horizontal stripes; 3) dark green discs disposed 

over an orange background; 4) a homogeneous blue masking tape, with one spiral 

yellow stripe (2 cm wide) oriented from the top right to the bottom left of the pole. 

The inner surface of the landmark type 4 was covered with opaque white masking 
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tape. This pipe was selected to serve as the “correct” landmark during the training. 

Its position within the array was counterbalanced across the subjects. The position 

kept by the other landmarks was maintained stable throughout the training, though 

it differed between the subjects. Sixteen tape stripes at the floor of the arena 

facilitated the correct landmark’s disposal. Four configural orientations were allowed 

(N-S, W-E, SW-NE, NW-SE), which result in eight possible rotations of the array 

(See the Procedure section). 

A one way screen covered the top of the enclosure preventing the chicks from 

seeing outside. A light spot (75W), hung above the centre of the enclosure, 

illuminated the enclosure. During the training and the test trials, the lights in the 

room were kept off. A digital camcorder (Panasonic NV-GS27), mounted above the 

apparatus, was used to video record the subject’s performances at the experimental 

tests.  

 

Procedure 

The chicks were accustomed to the environment and shaped to the 

behavioural task by means of two pre-training sessions. On the second day after 

hatching, the chicks were placed in the arena in the presence of the array. A larva 

was attached to a tip of a wooden stick, manually moved by the experimenter. The 

larva was moved repeatedly until it went inside the landmarks and the subjects were 

encouraged to peck at the reward. On the 3rd day after hatching, the chicks inserted 

their heads autonomously through the landmarks’ hole and gained the reward from 

each of the landmark’s cup. At the end of the pre-training procedure, the chicks 

searched for the food inside all local cues of the array. On the 4th day of life, the 

proper training procedure started. The reward was available only from the Type 4 

landmark. The training continued until the 12th day of life, with one interruption on 

the 7th day. Every daily session consisted of 30 trials equally distributed into three 

series of 10 runs. As a result, each subject performed 240 trials to complete the 

training.  
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The configuration was rotated randomly between the experimental series. The 

pipes were cleaned before starting every training session. At every trial, the chicks 

were released from the centre of the enclosure or from one of the imaginary points 

originating by the intersection of the configural axes with the walls, facing different 

directions. One trial was considered terminated as soon as the subjects had inserted 

their heads through one hole. The subjects were allowed to consume the reward in 

the case of a correct choice. The chicks were subsequently moved in to a cardboard 

box  (32 cm wide × 13 cm high × 21 cm deep), located outside which was used to 

disorient them before starting the subsequent run. Slow clockwise and 

counterclockewise rotations were administered to obtain a complete disorientation. 

At the end of the training, the chicks were observed, in the absence of the 

reward, in a rectangular array of four undistinguishable cues of the type previously 

rewarded. Experimental tests consisted of 2 series of 6 trials. Before starting the test 

series, the array was rotated, the landmarks were cleaned and the sawdust was 

levelled to rule out the possibility that the chicks would rely on any local cues 

unrelated to the landmark’s array. The subjects were disoriented between runs as 

during the training. All the trials at test were video recorded  to allow the 

subsequent data analysis.  

 

Data Analysis 

Only the first choice at every trial, both during the training and during the test 

sessions, was scored for the analysis. From this data, the mean percentage of choices 

of the training and the test sessions was considered as the individual performances. 

The analysis of variance was used to evaluate the subject’s performances during the 

training. Non-parametric statistics were used to evaluate the subject’s performances 

at test.  

 

Results 

The subjects learned to locate the reward on the basis of the featural cues (See 

Figure 16). The analysis of variance with SESSION as a within a subjects factor, and 
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the REWARDED POSITION as a between a subjects factor, revealed a significant 

effect of SESSION (F(7,70) = 22.349, p < 0.001, ***). There were neither a 

significant main effect of the rewarded position, even though a trend was revealed 

(F(1,10) = 4.212, P = 0.067, n.s.), nor a significant interaction of the training 

SESSION by the REWARDED POSITION (F(7,70) = 0.311, P = 0.946, n.s.). 

Surprisingly, the statistical analysis revealed that the chicks choices at the 

experimental test were directed significantly more often to the geometrically correct 

pipes than to the local cues that occupied the geometrically uncorrect locations 

(Wilcoxon signed rank test: T+ 69, P = 0.016, *). There were no significant 

differences between the mean percentage of choices directed toward the landmarks 

that occupied the geometrically equivalent locations (Wilcoxon signed rank test: 

Correct vs. Rotational: n = 12, T+ = 42, Ties = 2, P = 0.160, n.s.; Far vs. Near: n = 

12, T+ = 24, Ties = 1, P = 1, n.s.). Thus, the subjects retrieved the geometric 

information given by the landmark’s array at the transformational test, when featural 

cues could not be used to determine unambiguously the correct location. 
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Figure 15 Experiment 1. Twelve chicks were trained to locate the reward inside a characteristic landmark 

(Panel A) of the type represented in the Figure 18. After the training, the subjects were observed in a 

rectangular array of four indistinguishable pipes of the type previously rewarded (Panel B). The correct 

landmark has been standardized at the same location of the array for the figures. The mean percentage of 

choices and the correspondent S.E.M. observed at the experimental test are summarized at right. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16 Mean percentage of correct choices and the S.E.M. for the subjects during the training sessions 

(Left Panel) and the six blocks of five trials of the first training session (Right Panel) of Experiment 1. The 

dashed line indicate the chance performance (Right Panel). 
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4.2. Experiment 2 

 

The results of Experiment 1 stand in contrast with the previous findings in 

this species. We have shown that chicks trained to ground scratch in the vicinity of a 

characteristic landmark ignored the geometric information of the array in various 

types of transformational tests. In this experiment, the capabilities of the subjects to 

reorient in the array of indistinguishable landmarks were examined to further 

compare this experimental procedure to the ground scratching task. 

 

Subjects 

A group of 12 male chicks were used for the experiment. The subjects were 

obtained from the same hatchery and were reared individually following the same 

procedure described in Experiment 1. 

 

Procedure  

The subjects were trained to locate a food reward in a rectangular array of 

indistinguishable pipes, arranged at the same location within the circular enclosure 

used in Experiment 1 (See Figure 18). All of the landmarks presented the type 4 

feature (See the procedure section of the previous Experiment). A code number was 

assigned to the landmarks to allow an optimal randomization of their positions 

within the array. The rewarded landmark was counterbalanced across the subjects, 

but maintained stable throughout the training for each individual. To rule out the 

possibility that the subjects would reorient on the basis of any uncontrolled cues, 

the relative position of the landmarks was interchanged and the array was rotated 

between the training series. 
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Results 

The chicks learned to locate the reward on the basis of the geometric 

information provided by the disposal of the local cues. The analysis of variance with 

the SESSION, as within a subjects factor, and the REWARDED POSITION, as 

between the subjects factor, revealed a significant effect  of SESSION (F(7,70) = 

3.443, P = 0.003, **). The main effect of the REWARDED POSITION was not 

significant (REWARDED POSITION: F(1,10) = 0.087, p –value =  0.773, n.s.). 

There were no significant interactions between the SESSION and the 

REWARDED POSITION (F(7,70) = 1.284, P = 0.271, n.s.). 

At the experimental test, the subjects maintained their performances above 

chance. The subjects were significantly more directed toward the geometrically 

correct landmarks than toward the pipes that occupied the geometrically uncorrect 

sites (Wilcoxon signed rank test: n = 12, T+ = 73, P = 0.005, **). No significant 

differences between the percentage of choices directed to geometrically equivalent 

landmarks were detected (Wilcoxon signed rank test: Correct vs. Rotational: n = 12, 

T+ = 32, Ties = 2, P = 0.695, n.s.; Far vs. Near: n = 12, T+ = 19, Ties = 5, P = 

0.469, n.s.).  

Interestingly, no significant differences emerged at the experimental test 

between the mean proportion of the correct choices made by the subjects that were 

trained with distinctive pipes and undistinguishable landmarks (Mann-Whitney: n1 

= 12, n2 = 12, U = 60,5, P = 0.578, n.s.). This would indicate that the geometric 

cues were similarly encoded by the two groups, irrespectively from the training 

conditions. 
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Figure 17 Mean percentage of correct choices and the S.E.M. for the  

subjects during the training session in the Experiment 2. The dashed  

line indicate the chance performance. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18 Experiment 2. Twelve chicks were trained to locate a larva hidden inside one of the four 

indistinguishable landmarks of the type represented at right. A hole in front of the local cues was oriented at a 

fixed direction toward the inner part of the array. The hole allowed the subjects to access the food reward. 

The correct landmark has been standardized at the same location of the array for the figure. The average 

proportion of searches directed toward the geometrically correct (C and R) and uncorrect landmarks (F and 

N) are reported, together with the correspondent S.E.M.   
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4.3. Experiment 3 

 

The results obtained in the woodpecker task sharply contrast with the results 

obtained by means of the ground scratching paradigm. An experimental condition 

was devised to investigate whether the directional cue provided by the hole in front 

of the landmarks facilitate the subjects at appreciating the configural geometry.  

 

Subjects 

A group of 12 male chicks were used for the experiment. The subjects were 

obtained from the same hatchery and were reared individually following the same 

procedure as described in the previous works. 

 

Apparatus 

Training and testing were conducted in the arena described in the previous 

experiments. The subjects were trained in a rectangular array (30x60) of four 

indistinguishable pipes disposed at the centre of the circular enclosure (See Figure 

20). Each of the landmarks (7,5 cm x 26 cm) presented four holes (Ø 2 cm) aligned 

at the same height 13 cm from the basement. The holes faced opposite directions 

and were oriented in a stable manner with respect to the array throughout the 

training. All the landmarks’ holes allowed the subjects to reach a food cup located 

inside each of the pipes. For the experimental purposes, the landmarks’ holes were 

labelled following a clockwise order, starting from the hole that faced the inner part 

of the array (See the Data Analysis section). 

As in the previous experiments, the contents of the cups were not visible from 

outside and the subjects were required to insert their head through the hole to gain 

the access to the reward. The external surface of the pipes were covered with 

homogeneous black masking tape and the inner part was covered with white 

masking tape. A code number was assigned to the local cues to allow an optimal 

randomization of their absolute positions within the array.  
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Procedure 

Training and test procedures were the same as described for the previous 

experiments and it is briefly summarized here. Two pre-training sessions and eight 

training sessions were administered to the chicks. The rewarded site was 

counterbalanced across the subjects. All the landmarks were cleaned, interchanged, 

and the configuration was rigidly rotated following a random sequence of 

orientations before starting every training series. The subjects were disoriented 

between runs and were introduced at random positions within the enclosure. At the 

end of the training, the subjects were observed, in the absence of the reward, with 

the same array as during the training (For further details, see the Procedure section 

of the Experiment 1). 

 

Data Analysis 

The subject’s choices at every training and test trial were scored for the 

analysis. Both the landmark and the landmark’s hole, chosen by the subjects at every 

trial, were scored. The landmark choices were used to evaluate the capability of the 

subject to reorient on the basis of the geometric cues given by the landmarks’ array. 

The hole’s choices were scored to examine in further detail the searching strategy 

used by the subjects to reorient. In particular, as the reward was available from every 

hole of the correct landmark, the subjects were expected to search randomly around 

the geometrically correct pipes. On the other hand, a view dependent strategy of 

reorientation would emerge in the case if the choices were oriented toward specific 

holes. The circular distributions of choices made by the subjects around the 

geometrically correct landmarks at every training session were pooled and the 

correspondent  mean vectors were obtained from these data (See Figure 21). The 

mean vectors are characterized by a mean direction (α) and by an absolute length (r). 

Any specific direction (d) was expected to be favoured by the subjects, which could 

independently rely on specific vantage view point. On the contrary, it was expected 

that the vector’s length (r) would provide a reliable index of the subject’s choice 

directedness. 
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At the experimental test, the chick’s choices were scored following the same 

criteria adopted for the training. The mean percentage of choices of the entire test 

session for each subject was considered as the individual performances. Non-

parametric statistic was used to evaluate the chick’s capabilities to retrieve the 

geometric cues at the experimental test. 

 

Results 

The performances of the subjects during the training are reported in Figure 

19. Statistical analysis with the REWARDED LOCATION, as the between subjects 

factor, the training SESSION as the within subjects factor, and the mean percentage 

of correct choices, as the dependent variable, revealed a significant main effect of 

the SESSION (F(7,70) = 4.62.; P < 0.001, ***). There were neither significant main 

effect of the REWARDED LOCATION (F(1,10) = 0.075, P = 0.790, n.s.), nor a 

significant interaction between SESSION x REWARDED LOCATION (F(7,70) = 

0.371, P = 0.916, n.s.). The subjects confirmed their capabilities to learn the task.  

The analysis of variance was performed with the mean vectors length as the 

dependent variable to examine the hole’s choices made by the subjects during the 

training (See Figure 21, Panel c). This ANOVA revealed that the mean vectors 

length increased significantly throughout the training (SESSION: F(7,70) = 6.760, P 

< 0.001, ***) indicating that the subject’s choices become progressively oriented as 

the subjects become more experienced in the environment. There were neither 

significant effect of the REWARDED LOCATION (F(1,10) = 0.644, P = 0.441, 

n.s.), nor a significant interaction between SESSION x REWARDED LOCATION 

(F(7,70) = 1.964, P = 0.072, n.s.), indicating that the vector length increased 

independently from these factors. A significant correlation was found between the 

mean vector length and the mean proportion of correct choices made by the 

subjects during the training sessions (F(1,94) = 6.288, P = 0.014, *; See Figure 21, 

Panel d). These results would suggest that the subjects relied on a view dependent 

representation of the correct site to reorient.  
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We expected that the subject’s accuracy could have been affected by the 

presence of multiple perspectives with respect to the Experiment 1, when the 

landmarks presented only one hole. An analysis of variance with the number of 

holes (“subjects-to-goal” PERSPECTIVE) and the REWARDED LOCATION as 

the between subject factors, and SESSION as the within subject factor, was 

performed to evaluate this hypothesis. A remarkable trend, even though not 

significant, emerged that PERSPECTIVE have influenced the subjects 

performances (F(1,20) = 3.560, P = 0.074, n.s.). A significant effect of the 

REWARDED LOCATION or the interaction between PERSPECTIVE x 

REWARDED LOCATION were not detected (respectively: F(1,20) = 0.157, P = 

0.696, n.s.; F(1,20)=0.002, P = 0.966, n.s.). However, a significant main effect of 

SESSION emerged from the analysis (F(7,140) = 7.818; P < 0.001, ***). The 

analysis of variance did not reveal any other significant interaction. 

Finally, the chicks reoriented successfully at the experimental test, when the 

reward was no longer available (See Figure 20, Right Panel). The mean percentage 

of choices directed toward the geometrically correct and uncorrect landmarks in the 

array differed significantly (Wilcoxon signed rank test: n = 12, T+ = 67, P = 0.013, 

*). There were no significant differences between the mean distribution of choices 

directed toward the landmarks which occupied geometrically equivalent positions 

(Wilcoxon signed rank test: Correct vs. Rotational: n = 11, T+ = 44, Ties = 1, P = 

0.183, n.s.; Far vs. Near: T+ = 22, Ties = 4, P = 0.320, n.s.). 
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Figure 19 Mean percentage of correct choices and the S.E.M. made by  

the subjects during the training sessions in the Experiment 3. The dashed  

lines indicate the chance performance. 

 

 

 
Figure 20 Twelve chicks were trained to locate a larva hidden inside one of the four indistinguishable 

landmarks of the type represented at right. The landmarks presented four holes aligned at the same height 

and faced opposite directions. The openings were oriented at a fixed direction with respect to the array. All 

the holes of the correct landmark allowed the subjects to access the food reward. The correct landmark has 

been standardized at the same location of the array for the figure. The average proportion of searches inside 

the geometrically correct (C and R) and uncorrect landmarks (F and N) are reported, together with the 

correspondent S.E.M.   
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Figure 21 Panel a) The subject’s choices (�) around the landmarks in an imaginary experimental series is 

presented. Panel b) The pooled distribution of the choices around the geometrically correct landmarks (C) is 

obtained from the data. The inner arrow represent the mean vector of this distribution. It is characterized by 

a mean direction (α) and by an absolute length (r). Panel c) Mean vector length of the circular distributions 

around the geometrically correct landmarks during the training sessions. Panel d) Correlation between the 

mean vector lengths and the mean percentage of correct choices. 
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4.4. Conclusion 

 

In the present work, evidence show that the domestic chicks (Gallus gallus) are 

able to reorient in a rectangular array of indistinguishable landmarks. Furthermore, 

the results indicate that the chicks encode the geometric cues of the array even 

though it was not specifically required during the training. Similar findings were 

obtained in rats (Rattus norvegicus) in an analogous task (Gibson, Wilks & Kelly 

2007). Furthermore, comparable results are found in the rectangular room with 

chicks (Vallortigara & Zanforlin, 1990), rats (Cheng 1986) and several other 

vertebrate species (See: Cheng & Newcombe 2005; for an extensive review). Overall, 

remarkable similarities between the reorienting capabilities of chicks and rats seem 

to emerge. 

Contrarily to these findings, results in humans have shown that young children 

are able to reorient on the basis of the geometric cues given by the surface layout of 

the rectangular enclosure (Hermer & Spelke, 1996; Learmonth et al. 2001, 2002), 

but that children younger than 5 years systematically fail to locate a hidden toy on 

the basis of the geometric information given by the landmark’s arrays (Goteux & 

Spelke 2001; Lee, Shusterman & Spelke, 2006; Lee & Spelke 2008; but see Garrard-

Cole et al. 2001).  

However, the results obtained in the present work sharply contrast with the 

results obtained in the first experimental series. Similarly to the children, when the 

chicks were trained to ground scratch in the vicinity of the landmarks in the array, 

they failed to reorient on the basis of the geometric cues (See Chapter 3). The 

chicks reoriented successfully only when a distinctive feature characterized the goal 

location. Why the chicks have failed to reorient in the ground scratching task, but 

have encoded the geometric cues in the “woodpecker” task?  

It is likely that in the ground scratching task the subject’s attention was driven 

toward the local cues at the floor of the enclosure, reducing the relative salience of 

the distal landmarks (See also: Della Chiesa, Pecchia, Tommasi & Vallortigara 2006). 

However, the woodpecker task and the ground scratching task seem to differ also in 
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another fundamental way. In the former procedure, particularly when the landmarks 

presented one hole oriented at a fixed direction, the subjects could approach the 

goal from the radial direction only. As a consequence, the cues located sideways 

occupied very stable retinal projection at the time of the choices, with two possible 

alternatives: a closer pipe at the left and a farther pipe at the right from the selected 

hole, or vice versa. On the contrary, the subjects could approach the landmarks 

from an indefinite number of orientations, dramatically increasing the number of 

possible sights perceived from the same searching area. If the subjects reorient on 

the basis of a view-matching strategy, the poor performances observed in the 

ground scratching task could be explained on the basis of either i) an increased 

difficulty to determine an unambiguous “sight” of the correct location ii) an 

increased difficulty to determine the best matches to this memory trace and the 

current view iii) an increased difficulty at combining these factors.  

The hypothesis that multiple sights could have influenced the capability of the 

subjects to retrieve the correct location in the ground scratching task is suggested by 

the results obtained in Experiment 3. In this experiment, the landmarks in the array 

presented four holes that face opposite directions. Here is a slight increment of 

directions through which the subjects could approach the landmarks with respect to 

former experiment. The subjects were still capable to learn the task. Interestingly, 

the analysis of the hole’s choices revealed that, as the subjects become experienced, 

the direction through which they approach the landmarks become stereotyped. A 

significant correlation between directedness and accuracy was found, suggesting that 

the directional stereotypy facilitates the subjects at determining which of the 

landmark was the rewarded one. In other words, the directional stereotypy could be 

interpreted as an attempt to manage the multiplicity of confusing array’s 

perspectives. Finally, even though a statistical significance was not detected from 

our data, a remarkable trend emerged that the subject’s accuracy decreased when the 

landmarks presented multiple holes. It seems that the subjects spent relevant 

cognitive resources in the attempt to select, from a relatively small set of well 

defined alternatives, the most advantageous perspective to identify the correct 

locations. Overall, these findings contrast the hypothesis that the chicks store the 
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relative locations of the local cues in an allocentric representation of the 

environment. A reorienting strategy based on this kind of representation predicted 

random choices around the pipes throughout the training. 

Comparable findings were obtained in homing pigeons in the semi-naturalistic 

experimental settings (Meade, Biro & Guilford 2005). Repeated homing experiences 

from the same release sites resulted in highly stereotyped route journeys. The 

authors proposed that “route-recapitulation” is implemented in the attempt to reduce 

the variability between sights perceived on travel (Meade, Biro & Guilford 2005).  

The similarity between the experiments performed in the rectangular 

enclosures and the “woodpecker” task, particularly when the landmarks presented a 

single opening oriented at fixed direction toward the inner part of the array, suggests 

intriguing conjectures. That is, it is possible that the domestic chick (and probably 

other species) trained in the rectangular room, would take relevant advantages from 

the combination of the directional guide offered by the hiding boxes and the 

physical constraint given by the walls to reduce the variability between sights 

perceived from the goal. This combination would enforce the efficiency of a view-

matching process of re-orientation. Curiously, this possibility was not systematically 

addressed in the previous studies of reorientation. In the standard paradigm, the 

rewarded location typically occupied the corners of a rectangular room. 

Nevertheless, some indications could be obtained from the literature at this regard. 

It has been shown that the children failed to reorient in a rectangular array of 

spatially isolated landmarks (Goteux & Spelke 2001; Lee, Shusterman & Spelke; Lee 

& Spelke 2008). The children resorted to the use of the geometric cues when a 

configuration of walls was presented to connect the landmarks reciprocally, 

circumscribing the array within a rectangular searching space (Goteux & Spelke 

2001; Lee & Spelke 2008). However, significant drops of the subject’s performances 

were observed when the walls were arranged to create four corners arranged behind 

each of the boxes, indicating that extended surfaces per se did not elicit any efficient 

re-orienting strategy (Goteux & Spelke 2001). Notably, the geometric encoding of 

an array of landmarks in the young children appears to be facilitated by the vicinity 

of the local cues to the border of a circular enclosure (Garrad-Cole, Lew, Bremner 
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& Whiteaker 2001). It could be speculated that this advantage would result, at least 

to some extend, from a substantial reduction of perspectives through which the 

array could be perceived. Likewise, it is not surprising that chicks trained to ground 

scratch at the corner of a rectangular enclosure reorient successfully, but failed in 

the other circumstances. It would be interesting to examine whether the capability 

of the domestic chick to appreciate the geometric cues of an array of landmarks 

could be affected by a training procedure in which the access to the landmarks’ hole 

changed throughout the training. On the basis of the present work, it is likely that 

these birds would be seriously impaired at relocating the rewarded landmark in these 

conditions.  

Interestingly, Lourenco and colleagues (Huttenlocher & Vasilyeva 2003; 

Lourenco, Huttenlocher & Vasilyeva 2005; Lourenco & Huttenlocher 2006) have 

examined the capabilities of the young children (18-26 months) to locate a toy that 

was hidden inside one of four boxes located at the corner of a rectangular searching 

space. This rectangle was obtained by a set of small walls arranged at the centre of a 

larger room. The participants were observed both from the inner and the outer part 

of the rectangle. The subjects reoriented in both circumstances, apparently 

indicating a view independent representation of the searching space based on some 

global feature of the rectangle (i.e. the rectangle’s axes). However, the authors 

reported that the children were consistently less precise at determining the correct 

box from the outer part of the enclosure than from the inner one. Moreover, the 

children failed to reorient when the disorientation preceded a passive displacement 

either in or out of the searching space, indicating that the subjects must keep track 

of the correct box in order to accomplish the task (Lourenco, Huttenlocher & 

Vasilyeva 2005). Further research is needed to evaluate more in detail the possibility 

that extended surfaces promote separate representations of the environment (i.e. the 

extraction of global invariants, such as the environmental axes) or rather, that the 

geometric cues of landmark’s array and the extended surfaces are computed in a 

similar way. In the next Chapter, a series of experiments will be presented that have 

addressed this issue. 
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The hypothesis that chicks rely on local-views to encode the geometric cues in 

the visual scene is consistent with recent findings in this and other vertebrate species. 

The transformational approach revealed that the local cues, rather then the global 

aspect of the enclosure, are used by rats and chicks to relocate the geometrically 

correct corners in a rectangular room (respectively: Pearce, Good, Jones & 

McGregor 2004; Tommasi & Polli 2004), as well as in a rectangular array of 

landmarks (Esber, McGregor, Good, Hayward & Pearce 2005; but see Gibson, 

Wilks and Kelly, 2007). A view-dependent mechanism of reorientation has been 

proposed in vertebrates to explain the relative reliance of the geometric and the 

featural information in enclosure of different sizes (Vallortigara, Feruglio & Sovrano 

2005, Sovrano & Vallortigara, 2006; Chiandetti, Regolin, Sovrano & Vallortigara 

2007). The view matching strategy explains many of the principal phenomenon 

reported in the standard experimental protocol originally designed by Cheng 

(Cheung, Stürzl & Cheng 2008; Stürzl, Cheung & Cheng 2008). Finally, ants 

(Gigantiops destructor) were proven to reorient in the rectangular room on the basis 

of view matching process of navigation (Wystrach & Beugnon 2009). 

Overall, the results of the present work suggest that the geometric 

computation is not restricted to the permanent surface layout of the enclosure 

(Wang & Spelke, 2002), but it extends to different environmental entities, on 

conditions that are perceived as stable. Of course, in laboratory settings, the walls of 

the enclosure typically fulfil this requirement and some experimental procedure 

could even emphasize this aspect. (i.e. when the walls could be perceived from static 

point at relatively fixed head direction). However, extended surfaces in the natural 

environment often provide incomparable cues with respect to the walls of the 

enclosure. Recent findings with pigeons seem to suggest that extended surfaces and 

isolated landmarks are treated similarly for the spatial purposes, in particular when 

the subjects are not confined by the walls set, but could move over the walls to 

locate a food a reward (Gray & Spetch, 2006).  
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5.  Use of  landmarks and extended surfaces: 

Further evidence fir a view-matching process of orientation 

 

 

A common feature of the experimental setting on the geometric module is that 

the subjects are systematically required to retrieve the correct corner of a rectangular 

room. This paradigm joined several type of information that could define the 

correct position: the featural cues, the geometric information given by the “shape” 

of the enclosure, the geometric information given by the arrangement of the 

features (i.e. the array of panels) and a set of local cues that specify the corners (i.e. 

the amplitude of the angles at the corners: Tommasi & Polli 2004). Under these 

conditions, it is difficult to determine precisely the specific contribution of surfaces 

in the whole process.  

Some authors suggest that the environmental axes originated by the surface 

layout are stored in an allocentric representation of the environment. We devised a 

series of experiment to specifically investigate this issue. The capability of the 

domestic chicks to reorient in an array of landmarks arranged at a distance from the 

walls of the enclosure were examined. We performed a preliminary study in which 

the subjects were trained to locate a reward hidden inside one of the four distinctive 

landmarks arranged in a square-shaped fashion at the centre of a rectangular 

enclosure. The subjects have learned the task and have maintained their 

performances above chance at the transformational test, when an array of four 

indistinguishable pipes was presented.  

The aim of the second study was to examine in further detail the content of 

the spatial representation used by the subjects to reorient in this task. In order to 

examine this issue, the chicks were trained with multiple geometric cues (i.e. a 

rectangular array of landmarks centrally located within the rectangular arena). After 

the training, a series of transformational tests were administered in which the 

geometric contribution of these cues were selectively removed. These 

transformations did not altered the environmental axes defined by the residual cues 
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in the environment. Moreover, the selective removal of the geometric information 

given by the set of walls or the landmark’s array was devised to obtain important 

information about the contribution of the proximal and the distal cues for the 

geometric computation. The subjects learned the task and reoriented successfully at 

the control test. However, both the removal of the proximal geometry and the distal 

geometry compromised the subject’s performances. These results are consistent 

with the hypothesis that chicks reorient on the basis of a local (view-matching) 

strategy of reorientation. 
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5.1. Experiment 1 

Subjects 

Sixteen male chicks were obtained from a commercial hatchery (‘La Berica’, 

Monte Galda, Vicenza, Italy) and were reared individually in metal cages (22.5 cm 

wide × 30 cm high × 40 cm deep) at day 1 after hatching. The cages were located in 

a controlled temperature room (30°C) and were lit from above  by fluorescent lights 

(12 h: 12 h light/dark schedule). Water was delivered ad libitum during the entire 

period of training. Ten hours before every training session, the subjects were food 

deprived to obtain the necessary motivational status. 

 

Apparatus 

The subjects were trained in an uniformly white painted rectangular enclosure  

(160 cm long, 80 cm wide, 50 cm high). The arena was mounted on a desk 75 cm 

above the floor. The floor of the arena was cover by a layer of sawdust (6 cm in 

depth).  

Four cardboard pipes were arranged at the centre to form a square-shaped 

array (42 x 42 cm), with its sides aligned with the walls of the enclosure. The 

landmarks (Ø 7,5 cm x 26 cm) were covered by distinctive colored and textured 

masking tapes that serve as the non-geometric cues to locate a food reward. The 

featural cues consisted of, respectively, 1) homogeneous black masking tape; 2) 

alternating white and red horizontal stripes; 3) dark green discs (Ø 1 cm) randomly 

disposed over an orange background; 4) homogeneous blue masking tape, with one 

spiral yellow stripe (2 cm wide) oriented from the top right to the bottom left of the 

pole. 

All the landmarks presented one hole (Ø 2 cm) at 13 cm from their bases. The 

holes were oriented at a fixed direction toward the centre of the enclosure. Inside 

each of the local cues there was a food cup. The reward was located inside the food 

cup of the type 4 landmark. The subjects were required to insert their heads through 

the landmarks’ hole to access the cup’s content. The position kept by the rewarded 
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and the unrewarded cues was counterbalanced across the subjects, though it 

maintained stable throughout the training for each individual. A schematic 

representation of the enclosure is reported in Figure 23. 

A one way screen covered the top of the enclosure preventing the chicks from 

seeing outside. A light spot (75W), hung above the centre of the enclosure, 

illuminated the experimental apparatus. During the training and the test trials, the 

lights in the room were kept off. A digital camcorder (Panasonic NV-GS27) was 

used to video record the subject’s performances at the experimental tests.  

 

Procedure 

The experimental procedure followed the same principle adopted in a previous 

study with chicks. The subjects were shaped to the behavioural task by means of 

two pre-training sessions. On the second day after hatching, the chicks were allowed 

to move freely inside the enclosure in the presence of the array to be accustomed to 

the environment. A larva was attached to a tip of a wooden stick, manually moved 

by the experimenter. The larva was moved repeatedly until it went inside the 

landmarks and the subjects were encouraged to peck at the reward. On the 3rd day 

after hatching, the chicks inserted their heads autonomously through the landmark’s 

hole and gain the reward from each of the landmarks.  

The training started from the 4th day of life and continued until the 12th day 

with one interruption on the 7th day. Every daily session consisted of 30 trials 

equally distributed into 3 series of 10 runs. Overall, 240 trials were administered to 

each of the subjects. At every trial, the chicks were released from the centre of the 

enclosure or from one of the imaginary points originating by the intersection of the 

configural axes with the walls, facing different directions. One trial was considered 

terminated as soon as the subject had inserted its head through the hole. The 

subjects were allowed to consume the reward in the case of a correct choice. The 

chicks were subsequently moved to a cardboard box (32 cm wide × 13 cm high × 

21 cm deep), located outside, which was used to disorient them before starting the 
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subsequent run. Slow clockwise and counter -clockwise rotations were administered 

to obtain a complete disorientation.  

At the end of the training, four undistinguishable pipes of the rewarded type 

replaced the landmarks used during the training. The reward was not available from 

any of the landmarks. The experimental tests consisted of 12 trials equally 

distributed in two series. The landmarks were cleaned and interchanged before 

starting every test block. The subjects were disoriented between runs as during the 

training. All the trials at test were video recorder to allow the subsequent data 

analysis.  

 

Data Analysis 

During the training, the first choices at every trial were scored for the analysis. 

The mean percentage of choices for each training session was considered as the 

individual performances. The analysis of variance was used to evaluate the subject’s 

performances during the training. Non-parametric statistic was used to evaluate the 

subject’s performances at test.  

 

Results 

The chicks learned to locate the reward on the basis of the landmark’s features 

(See Figure 22). The analysis of variance with the SESSION as within a subjects 

factor and the REWARDED POSITION as between a subjects factor revealed a 

significant effect  of SESSION (F(7,98) = 63.588, P < 0.001, ***). The main effect 

of the REWARDED POSITION was not significant (REWARDED POSITION: 

F(1,14) = 0.112, P =  0.743, n.s.). There was no significant interaction between the 

SESSION x REWARDED POSITION (F(7,98) = 1.166, P = 0.329, n.s.). 

At the experimental test, the subjects retrieved the geometric cues given by the 

shape of the enclosure (See Figure 23). The mean percentage of choices directed 

toward the geometrically correct landmarks differed significantly from the mean 

percentage of choices directed toward the pipe that occupied the geometrically 

uncorrect locations (Wilcoxon signed rank test: n = 16, z = -2.346, P = 0.019, *). 
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No significant differences between the percentage of choices directed toward the 

geometrically equivalent landmarks were detected (Wilcoxon signed rank test: 

Correct vs. Rotational: n = 16, z = 1.295, P = 0.195, n.s.; Far vs. Near: n = 16, z = , 

-1.428, P = 0.153, n.s).  

 

 
Figure 22 Mean percentage of correct choices and S.E.M. during the training sessions in Experiment 1. 

 

 

 
Figure 23 Schematic representation of the environment for the training and the experimental test in 

Experiment 1. The mean percentage of choices to the geometrically correct (C and R) and uncorrect locations 

(N and F) at the experimental test are reported at right, together with the S.E.M. 
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5.2. Experiment 2 

 

The results of the Experiment 1 suggest that the chicks are able to reorient in 

an array of landmarks on the basis of the geometric cues given by the shape of the 

enclosure. In the next experiment, we have examined how chicks represent this 

information. To address this issue, the chicks were trained to locate a reward in a 

rectangular array of landmarks, centrally located within the enclosure used in the 

former study. Previous findings suggest that chicks are able to reorient in this array 

(See Chapter 4). The chicks were trained with multiple cues to allow a series of 

subsequent transformational test, in which the relative contribution of the separate 

elements were examined.  

  

Subjects 

Forty-seven male chicks served as the subjects in this experiment. The chicks 

were supplied by a commercial hatchery (‘La Berica’, Monte Galda, Vicenza, Italy) 

when they were only a few hours old and were reared individually with the same 

procedure as described in the Experiment 1. 

 

Apparatus 

The subjects were trained in the same enclosure as described in Experiment 1. 

Four undistinguishable landmarks were arranged to form a rectangular configuration 

(60 x 30) centered in the enclosure, with its sides aligned with the walls of the arena 

(See Figure 25). The array covered the same surface as the configuration used in 

Experiment 1. All of the landmarks (Ø 7,5 cm x 26 cm) presented the type 4 feature 

already described. One hole in front of the local cues, oriented at a fixed direction 

(45°) toward the inner part of the array, allows the subject’s to access the content of 

a food cup, located inside each of the pipes. Only one of the local cues contained 

the reward. The other landmarks in the array were not rewarded. The position kept 

by the rewarded landmark with respect to the array was counterbalanced across the 

subjects. 
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A one way screen covered the top of the enclosure preventing the chicks from 

seeing outside. A light spot (75W), hung above the centre of the enclosure, 

illuminating the enclosure. During the training and the test trials, the lights in the 

room were kept off. A digital camcorder (Panasonic NV-GS27), mounted above the 

apparatus was used to video record the subject’s performances at the experimental 

tests.  

 

Procedure 

At the beginning of the training, the subject’s were randomly assigned to one 

of three experimental conditions (See Figure 25). All the subjects were trained 

following the same procedure as described in Experiment 1, but differed with 

respect to the transformational test conditions that were received after the training. 

Overall, 240 trials equally distributed in 8 session of 30 trials were administered 

during the training. At the end of the training, the subject’s performances were 

examined before running the experimental test. Only the subjects that made 60% of 

the correct choices in the 7th training session and 70% of the correct choices in the 

last training session were used for the experiment. Twenty-seven subjects failed to 

reach the criterion and were discarded from the analysis. The remaining subjects (N 

= 20) were observed, accordingly to the experimental condition, in one of the 

transformational tests. In particular, one group of subjects (n = 7) were observed 

with the same environmental cues as during the training and served as CONTROL. 

Another group of subjects (n = 7) were observed in the same enclosure, but the 

landmarks were displaced to create a square-shaped array (NO_LOCAL). The last 

group of subjects were observed in a rectangular array of undistinguishable 

landmarks located centrally within a circular enclosure (NO_GLOBAL). This arena 

(Ø 130 cm; 50 cm height) was mounted on a platform 60 cm above the floor. A 

layer of sawdust covered the floor of the enclosure. The illumination was provided 

by a light spot (75W) suspended above the centre of the apparatus. The wall was 

obtained from one fiberglass panel covered by homogeneous white masking tape.  
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The reward was removed from the arena before starting the experimental tests. 

The landmarks were cleaned and interchanged before starting every test block. The 

subjects were disoriented at every run as during the training. All of the trials at the 

experimental test were video recorded. Subsequent data analysis was performed 

following the same procedures as described in Experiment 1.  

 

Results 

Training: All the subjects learned to locate the reward on the basis of the 

environmental geometry (See Figure 24). The analysis of variance with the 

SESSION as within subjects factor, the REWARDED POSITION and the 

experimental GROUP as the between subjects factors, revealed a significant main 

effect of SESSION (F(7,98) = 11.243, P < 0.001, ***) and a significant interaction 

between SESSION and GROUP (F(14,98) = 2.031, P =  0.023, *). Further 

comparisons revealed that the groups differed significantly at the 4th day of training, 

but not in the other training sessions. There was not a significant main effect of 

GROUP (F(2,14) = 0.409, P = 0.672, n.s.), REWARDED POSITION (F(1,14) = 

0.026, P = 0.873, n.s.), and interaction GROUP x REWARDED POSITION 

(F(2,14) = 2.989, P = 0.083, n.s.). Other significant interactions were not revealed. 

 

Transformational test: A preliminary analysis was performed to evaluate whether 

the transformations have influenced the subjects’ performances with respect to the 

training (see Figure 24). The three experimental conditions were treated as a set of 

independent experiments. Statistical comparisons between the mean percentage of 

the correct choices in the last 12 training trials and the test trials revealed that 

CONTROL maintained their performances after the transformation (Wilcoxon 

signed rank test: n = 5, T+ = 10, Ties = 2; P = 0.312, n.s.). Conversely, this analysis 

revealed a significant difference of performances after the displacement of the 

landmarks (NO_LOCAL) (Wilcoxon signed rank test: n = 7, T+ = 25, P = 0.0391, 

*). A remarkable trend emerged in the NO_GLOBAL experimental condition 

(Wilcoxon signed rank test: n = 6, T+ = 18, P = 0.078, n.s.). However, further 
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analysis did not reveal a significant difference of the mean percentage of the correct 

choices between the three groups at the experimental test (Kruskal-Wallis; gl = 2; 

KW = 0.63; P > 0.05). Subsequent analysis were performed to evaluate in detail the 

subject’s performances at the experimental test. 

 

Test 1 (Rectangular enclosure – rectangular array). As expected, CONTROL 

reoriented successfully (See Figure 25, Top Panel). The chicks focused their 

searches significantly more often in the correspondence of the geometrically correct 

landmarks than toward the landmarks that occupied the geometrically uncorrect 

locations (Wilcoxon signed rank test: n = 6, T+ = 21, Ties = 1; P = 0.016, *). No 

significant differences were detected between the mean percentage of choices 

directed to geometrically equivalent locations, both within the correct and the 

uncorrect diagonal (Wilcoxon signed rank test: Correct vs. Rotational: n = 4, T+ = 

3, Ties = 3, P > 0.5, n.s.; Far vs. Near: n = 5, T+ = 12, Ties = 2, P = 0.156, n.s.).  

 

Test 2 (Rectangular enclosure – Square-shaped array). NO_LOCAL failed to 

reorient on the basis of the residual geometric cues given by the shape of the 

enclosure, even though a tendency emerged that these subjects were still capable to 

retrieve the location of the correct landmark after the transformation (See Figure 

25, Middle Panel). Statistical comparison failed to reveal a significant difference 

between the mean distribution of the geometrically correct and uncorrect choices at 

test, even though a trend emerged from the analysis (Wilcoxon signed rank test: n = 

5, T+ = 14, Ties = 2; P = 0.062, n.s.). Further comparisons did not reveal any 

significant differences between the mean percentage of choices directed toward the 

landmarks that occupied the geometrical equivalent locations, neither within the 

correct diagonal (Wilcoxon signed rank test: Correct vs. Rotational: n = 5, T+ = 6, 

Ties = 2, P > 0.5, n.s) nor within the uncorrect one (Wilcoxon signed rank test: Far 

vs. Near: n = 6, T+ = 11, Ties = 1, P = 0.5, n.s.).  

 

Test 3 (Circular enclosure – Rectangular array). NO_GLOBAL failed to reorient, 

even though useful geometric cues were still provided by the spatial arrangement of 
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the landmarks (See Figure 25, Bottom Panel). The mean percentage of the 

geometrically correct choices did not differ significantly from the mean percentage 

of the geometrically uncorrect choices, (Wilcoxon signed rank test: n = 6, T+ = 16, 

P = 0.156, n.s.). Nevertheless, a trend emerged that these subjects were still directed 

toward the geometrically correct regions of the array. No significant differences 

were detected between the mean percentage of choices directed to geometrically 

equivalent locations, both within the correct and the uncorrect diagonal (Wilcoxon 

signed rank test: Correct vs. Rotational: n = 4, T+ = 6, Ties = 2, P = 0.437, n.s.; Far 

vs. Near: n = 5, T+ = 11, Ties = 1, P = 0.219, n.s.). Overall, the transformations 

have impaired the subjects at relocating the geometrically correct pipes in the array. 

Even though a trend emerged that the NO_GLOBAL and the NO_LOCAL were 

still directed toward the geometrically correct regions of the arena, their accuracy did 

not differed significantly from chance. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 24 Mean percentage of correct choices and the S.E.M. of the experimental groups during the training 

sessions and at the experimental test. � CONTROL; � NO_LOCAL;  NO_GLOBAL. (* p < 0.05). 
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Figure 25 Experiment 2. The subjects were trained to locate a food reward hidden inside one of the 

landmarks in a rectangular array, centrally located in a rectangular enclosure. Panel A) Seven subjects were 

observed under the same experimental condition as during the training (CONTROL). Panel B) Seven 

subjects were observed after having removed the geometric information given by the shape of the array 

(NO_LOCAL). Panel C) Six subjects were observed after having removed the geometric information given 

by the shape of the enclosure (NO_GLOBAL). The mean proportion of choices to the correct (C and R) and 

the uncorrect locations (N and F) are reported at the right panels with the correspondent S.E.M. 
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5.3. Conclusion 

 

The aim of the present work was to examine whether the domestic chick 

reorients on the basis of a mental representation of the environmental axes and, if 

that would be the case, to identify more precisely the cues through which this 

information is extracted. In the first experiment, the subjects were trained to locate 

a food reward hidden inside one of four distinctive pipes, arranged at the centre of a 

rectangular enclosure to form a square-shaped array. As expected, the subjects 

retrieved the geometric information given by the shape of the enclosure at the 

experimental test, when a square-shaped array of four undistinguishable pipes was 

presented. Thus, the geometric cues given by the set of walls was encoded in this 

task, even though it was not specifically required during the training. This result is 

also consistent with the hypothesis that these birds, and vertebrate species in general, 

are able to encode the geometric cues with respect to the macroscopic shape of the 

environment. 

Given the results of the Experiment 1, we have focused back our investigation 

to the original purposes of this study. In Experiment 2, the subjects were trained in 

a rectangular array of four undistinguishable landmarks, located centrally within the 

enclosure used in the first work. After the training, the subjects were observed in 

one of three experimental conditions. In particular, CONTROL were observed, in 

the absence of the reward, with the same cues as during the training. In another test 

condition, the landmarks were moved apart to create a square-shaped array 

(NO_LOCAL). In the last experimental test, the subjects were observed in a 

rectangular array of four undistinguishable landmarks located centrally in a circular 

enclosure (NO_GLOBAL). These transformations maintained the environmental 

axes experienced during the training. If the subjects reorient by this feature, they 

should be able to maintain their performances with respect to the training after the 

transformation. In a rectangular enclosure, the axes define two pairs of diagonally 

equivalent quadrants that extend from the centre to the corners. All of the locations 

inside a given quadrant share the same geometric attributes as those of the 
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diagonally opposite quadrant. In other words, a discontinuous function, which 

returns two possible values, describes the entire searching space. As the landmarks 

occupied the same quadrants after the transformation, the subjects were expected to 

reorient successfully. Furthermore, if specific cues controlled the computation of 

this geometric feature (i.e. the walls set or the landmark’s array), the subjects were 

expected to reorient specifically in one of the transformational tests.  

As expected, the subjects readily learned to locate the reward on the basis of 

the environmental geometry. Moreover, at the control test, the subjects maintained 

their performances significantly above chance. On the contrary, the removal of both 

the geometric cue given by the landmark’s array and the shape of the enclosure has 

significantly compromised the subjects performances. On one hand, this is 

consistent with the hypothesis that the position of the subjects inside the enclosure 

are represented by some continuous function (i.e. a local minimum derived from a 

view-matching process, See Stürzl, Cheung & Cheng 2008) rather than a 

discontinuous one (i.e. the environmental axes). On the other hand, the 

impoverished performances observed at transformational tests indicates that the 

walls and the array were stored in a unitary representation. I suggest that this 

representation corresponds to a memory trace of the local view at the rewarded site. 

Cumulating evidence were obtained that are consistent with this hypothesis. 

Domestic chick rely on local cues to reorient in a rectangular shaped enclosure 

(Tommasi & Polli, 2004; Pearce, Good, McGregor & Jones 2004; Esber, McGregor, 

Wood, Hayward 2005). Local-views were hypothesized to explain why the size of 

the enclosures modulates the relative reliance of the geometric and the featural cues 

in a reorienting task (Vallortigara, Feruglio & Sovrano 2005, Sovrano & Vallortigara, 

2006; Chiandetti, Regolin, Sovrano & Vallortigara 2007). When an animal 

approaches one of the corners in a rectangular room, it may keep track of the 

corners located sideways. As the size of the enclosure became larger, these cues fell 

progressively out of sight, enhancing the relative salience of the featural information 

over the metri1c cues. Moreover, the view-matching strategy of orientation explains 

many of the principal phenomenon reported in the standard experimental protocol 

originally designed by Ken Cheng (Cheung, Stürzl & Cheng 2008; Stürzl, Cheung & 
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Cheng 2008) and are effectively used by arthropods (Gigantiops destructor) to 

reorient in a rectangular shaped room (Wystrach & Beugnon 2009).  

A view dependent mechanism of reorientation could also explain the 

discrepancies between the results obtained in the present work and the previous 

findings with chicks engaged in the ground scratching task. Chicks trained to ground 

scratch in a rectangular array of indistinguishable landmarks located centrally in a 

rectangular arena did not learn the task. Nevertheless, relevant differences between 

the woodpecker task and the ground scratching task could be outlined. In the 

former paradigm, the subjects could keep track of the entire visual scene while 

moving throughout the environment. On the other hand, it is likely that the latter 

paradigm leads the subject’s attention toward the local cues at the floor of the 

enclosure, preventing the subjects to appreciate the geometric information given by 

the walls (See also: Della Chiesa, Pecchia, Tommasi & Vallortigara 2006). 

Furthermore, the ground scratching task differed with respect to the wood pecker 

task in the way the subjects could approach the target location. In particular, the 

subject-to-goal orientation in the wood-pecker task is fixed and discrete. As a result, 

the cues in the visual field are perceived in a very stable pattern of retinal projections 

at the time of choice.  

On the contrary, the ground scratching task did not provide any comparable 

directional guide. It could be speculated that, when the reward is buried in the 

corner of a rectangular enclosure, the locations kept by the landmarks and the walls 

basically reproduce the directional guide offered by the holes in the woodpecker 

task. And the subjects indeed reorient successfully (Vallortigara & Zanforlin 1990).  

If we assume that chicks obtain directional information from the edge of the 

enclosure, the view-matching strategy could explain the capability of these birds to 

locate the centre of an enclosed space (Tommasi, Vallortigara & Zanforlin 1997). In a 

long series of studies by Tommasi and colleagues, these birds were trained to locate 

the centre of regular arenas. In these circumstances, the subjects faced multiaxial 

symmetries. All the local views that could be perceived from the centre of these 

rooms facing either one of the corners are identical, and could be used to navigate 

toward the target on the basis of  a view-matching strategy. 
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Finally, in the woodpecker task, chicks (and rats) were proven to reorient in a 

rectangular array of landmarks located centrally within a circular enclosure (Gibson, 

Wilks & Kelly 2007). Considering this finding with the results of Experiment 1, it 

appears that vertebrates are able to encode both the geometric information given by 

the distal and the proximal cues. Contrarily to the proposal of Spelke and coworkers 

(Wang & Spelke 2002), an efficient computation of the geometric cues could be 

performed without any particular restriction with respect to proximity (i.e. distal or 

proximal cues) or cue type (i.e. isolated landmarks vs extended surfaces). Instead, 

the basic requirement seems to be the stability of the environmental “features”. This 

observation takes an ecological meaning if a view-matching strategy is used to 

reorient. Obviously, this kind of representation is considerably more susceptible to 

every change in the surrounding layout than any other spatial code. Homing 

experiments with pigeons have shown that these birds develop highly stereotyped 

routes of navigation after repeated flights experienced from the same release site 

(Meade, Biro & Guilford 2005). Against this phenomenon, the efficiency of the 

homing journeys remains far from the optimal. These results would suggest that, in 

order to face the complexity given by multiple environmental cues, these birds 

relying on a very simple strategies of navigation, rather than on a sophisticated 

(allocentric map-like) representations of the environment (Meade, Biro & Guilford 

2005). Definitely, the present work suggests caution with respect to the hypothesis 

that birds navigate on the basis of an allocentric representation of the environment. 
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6. General discussion 

 

 

In the present Thesis, the capabilities of the domestic chick (Gallus gallus) to 

reorient in an array of spatially isolated cues were deeply examined. These birds have 

been widely used as an animal model to investigate the spatial representations of the 

environmental geometry in avian species (i.e.: Vallortigara et al., 1990; Tommasi et al., 

1997). However, few studies have examined how these birds encode locations 

relative to spatially isolated cues (Della Chiesa et al.2006a, 2006b). 

In the spirit of a genuine comparative approach, the subjects were observed in 

a rectangular array of landmarks in most the circumstances. This configuration was 

selected among other possibilities to gain the opportunity for interesting 

comparisons of cognitive processes peculiar to the analysis of extended surfaces and 

spatially isolated cues. The current literature on the “geometric module” has 

provided a solid base for this purpose (Cheng et al, 2005).  

Little is known about the capability of organisms to reorient in a rectangular 

array of landmarks. Only rodents (Rattus norvegicus) and children were observed in 

this spatial task. Avian species, furthermore, have never been observed in these 

circumstances. Results obtained in other paradigms with pigeons (Columba livia), 

Clark nutcrackers (Nucifraga columiana) and black capped chickadees (Parus atricapillus) 

suggest that birds determine location relative to landmarks on the basis of an 

elemental representation of the distances and directions computed with respect to 

single cues. 

In the first series of experiments, the subjects were required to ground scratch 

at the correct location to access a buried feeder. In the first work of this series, the 

array was located centrally within a circular enclosure. When a distinct feature 

characterized unambiguously the location of the food, the chicks learned the task, 

but neglected the geometric information given by the array. Moreover, subjects 

trained in an array of four undistinguishable cues did not learn the task, clearly 
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indicating that the subjects ignored the geometric information given by the spatial 

arrangement of the landmarks. 

Spelke and colleagues have obtained comparable results in children (Goteux et 

al., 2001; Lee et al., 2006; Shusterman et al. 2008; but see: Garrad-Cole et al. 2001) 

providing evidence that reorientation is based exclusively on a mental representation 

of the geometric cues defined by the macroscopic surface layout of the environment 

(Wang & Spelke, 2002; Cheng, 2005). In order to evaluate in detail this hypothesis, 

the chicks were trained in a rectangular array of landmarks arranged at the corners 

of a rectangular enclosure. The chicks were able to reorient, confirming previous 

findings in this and other vertebrate species (Cheng, 2005). However, when the 

array occupied the centre of a large rectangular enclosure, the subjects failed to 

reorient, challenging the hypothesis by Spelke and co-workers.  

Contrarily to the domestic chick and children, rats were proven to reorient in a 

rectangular array of landmarks (Esber et al. 2005; Gibson et al., 2007). In attempt to 

clarify this discrepancy, the second series of experiment was performed in which the 

chicks were trained in a task similar to task performed with rodents (Gibson et al., 

2007). The subjects were required to insert their head through a hole in front of the 

landmark to access the content of a cup, located inside each of the landmarks. In 

the first experiment, the rewarded cup was hidden inside a characteristic pipe in the 

array. Chicks learned to distinguish the correct feature and retrieved the 

geometrically correct locations at the transformational test, when an array of four 

undistinguishable pipes was presented. Furthermore, the subjects trained in an array 

of four identical landmarks reoriented successfully. Given however that the 

landmarks’ holes were oriented (as in experiment by Gibson et al., 2007) at a fixed 

direction toward the inner part of the configuration, experiment was devised to 

examine the possibility that this directional guide facilitates the subjects at 

appreciating the environmental geometry. The subjects were trained in a rectangular 

configuration of identical cues that presented four holes, faced toward opposite 

directions. The subjects were still capable to reorient. However, further analysis 

revealed that, as the subjects become experienced, the direction through which they 

approached the landmarks become stereotyped. Moreover, directional stereotypy 
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correlates with accuracy and, finally, a remarkable trend emerged that the subjects 

were less accurate in this condition than in the former study, suggesting that the 

chicks rely on a view-matching process to reorient.  

In the last experimental series, the possibility that a view matching process 

could be used by chicks to reorient in a rectangular enclosure was examined in detail. 

In the first work, the subjects were trained in a square shaped array to locate a food 

reward hidden inside a characteristic landmark. The geometric cues given by the 

walls of the enclosure provided additional geometric information to reorient. As 

expected, the subjects learned the task and maintained their performances above 

chance at the transformational test, when four undistinguishable landmarks were 

presented. As the features could not be used to determine the correct location in 

this test, the subjects clearly reoriented on the basis of the geometric cues given by 

the walls. In the second study, an experiment was devised to access the content of 

this spatial representation. Three independent groups of chicks were trained in a 

rectangular array of undistinguishable landmarks, located centrally within the same 

enclosure as the one used in the former study. After the training, one group of 

subjects was observed with the same cues and served as control. For the remaining 

groups, the geometric contribution given by the array or the walls was selectively 

removed. The transformations did not alter the environmental axes defined by the 

residual stimuli. The controls maintained their performances above chance in the 

absence of the reward. Conversely, the removal of the geometric cues given by 

either the landmark’s array or the set of walls compromised the subjects’ 

performances, suggesting that these environmental cues were stored in a unitary 

representation.  

I hypothesise that this representation corresponds to a memory trace of the 

local-view perceived from the rewarded site. Chicks could navigate by minimizing the 

difference between this memory trace and the current view. This hypothesis is 

sustained by several evidences obtained in the experiments presented in this thesis: 
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i) Chicks developed directional stereotypy to approach the target, and 

directional stereotypy in turn correlates with the subjects’ accuracy 

(see Sections 4.2, 4.3).  

 

ii) Performances improved when the training procedures have offered 

the directional guides to the subjects (see Sections 3.4, 3.5, 5.1 and 

5.2) 

 

iii) Chicks trained with multiple geometric cues failed to generalize at 

transformational tests, even though the environmental axes were 

maintained stable (see Section 5.2) 

 

The hypothesis that the domestic chick could extract the geometric information by 

means of a view-matching strategy is consistent with other results in this (Tommasi 

et al., 2004; Sovrano et al., 2006) and other species (rats: Pearce et al., 2004; Esber et 

al. 2005; homing pigeons: Biro et al. 2004; Meade et al. 2005; ants (Wystrach & 

Beugnon 2009), obtained both in the open field tasks and in enclosed spaces. It is 

possible to speculate that the discrepancies between the results obtained, on one 

hand with chicks and rats, and on the other hand in children, concerning the 

capabilities to reorient in a rectangular array of landmarks could be explained on the 

basis of this mechanism. I argue that the children have failed to reorient in a 

rectangular array of isolated cues because the local-views perceived from the target 

were multiple and confusing. Forthcoming experiments will examine the validity of 

this hypothesis. 
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